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Abstract

Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) have been used as a common building block in many distributed applications, including Peer-to-Peer (P2P), Cloud and Grid Computing. However, there are still important security vulnerabilities that hinder their adoption in today’s large-scale computing platforms. For instance, routing vulnerabilities have been a subject of intensive research but existing solutions are mainly based on redundancy.

Regarding redundancy, there exist well-studied techniques that strengthen DHTs against routing attacks. The trouble is that the introduction of redundancy increases communication costs and might significantly reduce scalability. Therefore, it seems reasonable to focus on improving the quality of routing paths in terms of forwarder reliability.

In this thesis, we present Sophia, a novel and generic security technique which combines iterative routing with local trust to fortify routing in DHTs. Sophia strictly benefits from first-hand observations about the success/failure of a node’s own lookups to improve forwarding paths. Moreover, unlike redundant routing, Sophia dynamically protects routing without introducing additional network overhead. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work which exploits a local trust system to fortify routing in DHTs.

We compared the performance of Sophia with redundant routing techniques in the Kademlia DHT. Our simulation framework considers both stable and dynamic scenarios as well as several threat models. In our simulations, Sophia obtained significant improvements regarding routing resilience, self-adjustment and network traffic reduction compared with traditional routing redundancy techniques.
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Introduction

In the last decade, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems have aroused a remarkable interest from private corporations, users and researchers. Prior to delving into the universe of P2P technologies, we believe that giving a general definition of a P2P System is mandatory:

“P2P systems are a type of distributed applications that manage the resources—storage space, CPU cycles, files, network bandwidth—provided by the users at the edges of the Internet to their benefit.”

The earliest P2P systems, such as Napster and Gnutella [1], were devised to provide file-sharing services. These popular applications made the free exchange of resources possible to users for their own benefit, giving an alternative to the traditional client-server architecture. This fact caused a revolutionary paradigm shift in the field of distributed systems.

However, pioneering P2P systems exhibited important scalability problems as increasingly large amounts of users employed them as a common service. On the one hand, Napster-like systems (1st generation), relied on a centralized server to index resources shared by users (also called peers). This architectural design suffered from the single point of failure problem.

On the other hand, unstructured P2P systems such as Gnutella (2nd generation), removed the necessity of a centralized index server by delegating the responsibility of indexing shared contents to users. Although unstructured P2P networks were considered to be the first representative example of fully decentralized distributed systems, their search scheme was extremely inefficient. Typically, object location was achieved by performing a scoped flooding search. This fact represented a twofold shortcoming to unstructured overlays: First, since the flooding’s scope was a predefined parameter, rare objects were difficult to find because queries often reached such a bound before locating an object replica (ineffective). Second, flooding-based search produced an exaggerated network overhead in each search (inefficient). Such a cost was prohibitive taking into account that P2P networks are built in the application layer of the network stack.
Despite important efforts, the research community realized that designing \textit{efficient and effective} search algorithms on top of unstructured P2P networks was a complex task [2]. For this reason, researchers considered the possibility of constructing \textit{structured P2P networks}, also known as \textit{Distributed Hash Tables} (DHTs): the 3rd generation of P2P systems. This new class of overlay network organizes nodes in a particular way, so that every node can always find a path to any other node. Additionally, this is achieved incurring a relatively low cost in terms of network overhead and resolution time. To this end, every node is labeled with a value, called \textit{ID} or \textit{key}, which identifies uniquely a node within the system.

In a DHT, keys are distributed among a potentially very large amount of nodes. However, due to the overlay structure, each node needs to contact only a small subset of other nodes. This reduced neighborhood is sufficient to deterministically route a query towards the responsible node for the requested key. Generally, whereas the neighborhood maintenance cost of each node is limited, queries in the network can be resolved within $O(\log N)$ hops, where $N$ is the number of peers in the network. This is the key factor behind the virtually limitless scalability of DHTs.

DHTs inherently provide self-organization, fault-tolerance, flexibility, and scalability as well as ease of data access and storage. DHTs rely on the distribution of workload and responsibility among the entire network, where all the participants hold identical roles. In this sense, DHTs represent a rich substrate to deploy large-scale decentralized applications and services. For instance, open DHTs deployed for file-sharing applications such as eMule’s Kad [3] or Bittorrent Mainline DHT [4] support millions of concurrent users at any moment [5], [6]. Furthermore, the actual impact of DHTs deserves a special mention if we realize that they are integrated in many other massive distributed systems [7], [8], [9].

Mainly, applications benefit from DHTs by using two fundamental operations [10]: $value \leftarrow get(key)$ and $put(key, value)$. These operations are devised to efficiently store and retrieve $<key, value>$ pairs from the overlay. However, these operations are exclusively based on the underlaying DHT routing service, that is, the \textit{lookup service}.

Broadly speaking, the lookup service is a distributed algorithm, executed by a set of nodes, intended to find the responsible node for a certain key. For instance, in case an application executes $get(k)$ for obtaining the associated data object to key $k$, the DHT first needs to locate the responsible node $n_k$ for key $k$. To do so, the requester node starts the lookup procedure, by executing $lookup(k)$, which will progressively find \textit{closer nodes} to the requested key, until locating the node $n_k$. Note that, in the majority of cases, requester node’s neighbors will not be the closest ones to its requested key.
keys. This means that, when a neighbor of the requester node receives a lookup request, it also should cooperate by forwarding the incoming request to any other closer neighbor to key $k$, if it does exist. Therefore, due to the intrinsic multi-hop nature of DHT routing, lookup requests are forwarded through a bounded number participants, until reaching the targeted destination.

### 1.1 Problem Statement

The local view of DHT nodes, while capital for achieving scalability, make DHTs vulnerable to the presence of malicious participants in an open environment such as the Internet. In this regard, security has become a primary concern to protect DHTs from malicious attackers, which can join the network and disrupt all operations by intentionally disobeying protocol specifications [11]. Moreover, if only a small set of nodes fails either to serve requests or to follow protocol specifications, the integrity of a very large-scale system may be compromised. One critical aspect is message forwarding [12]. For example, a malicious peer may simply drop all messages passing through it, even though these messages are cryptographically secure.

A wide variety of routing security techniques has been devised to protect routing in DHTs against dishonest participants [11], [13]. Nonetheless, the majority these techniques for DHTs rely on some form of redundancy: multiple routing paths and/or data replication. Although extensive research has been devoted to design effective redundancy approaches, the concept of redundancy itself yields additional network overhead. Such an overhead is non-negligible and represents a real scalability shortcoming for large-scale systems intended to provide reliable routing services. Consequently, it seems reasonable to focus on improving the quality of routing paths in terms of forwarder reliability.

Hence, our efforts in this thesis have been driven to involve the concept of routing quality in the design of a novel routing security technique against malicious nodes.

### 1.2 Goals

The solution devised in this thesis achieves the following goals:

- **Generic and Scalable Solution.** The network robustness should be offered in an abstract way. In other words, the network robustness should not depend on the attack or the overlay employed. Additionally, the solution proposed should be scalable and not incur extra communication overhead.
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- **Pure Decentralized Solution.** By definition, a P2P System is a decentralized architecture. Therefore, a successful solution must be fully compliant with this requirement. Any centralized security approach —e.g. Central Certification Authority— becomes a scalability barrier, a performance bottleneck and an attack-prone system component.

- **Design Simplicity.** The solution adopted should avoid unnecessary complexity in order to be applicable in real and large-scale systems —millions of users and resources.

1.3 Contributions of this Thesis

The contributions of the present thesis are depicted as follows:

- **Analysis of the state of the art.** Before starting the design of our system, we make a concise study on the state of the art which is reported further in this manuscript.

- **Design of Sophia, a novel routing security technique for DHTs.** The main contribution of this thesis is **Sophia: Securing Overlays with a Personal HIstory Approach.** Sophia is a novel and generic security technique which combines iterative routing with local trust to fortify routing in DHTs. Sophia strictly benefits from first-hand observations (e.g. lookup success/failure) to qualitatively improve forwarding paths. Moreover, unlike redundant routing, Sophia dynamically protects routing without introducing additional network overhead. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work which exploits a local trust system to reinforce routing in DHTs.

- **Validation of our approach in a rich variety of scenarios and threat models.** Our system has been validated in a wide spectrum of hostile scenarios. For instance, we defined and implemented several attack models (individual and coordinated) performed by dishonest participants. In addition, we analyzed the performance of our system under dynamic node participation (i.e. *churn*). Finally, we assess the impact of attackers with non-persistent identities; a critical aspect of any kind of trust system.
1.4 Thesis Structure

The remaining part of this thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we present the necessary background, concepts and definitions used through the remainder of the thesis. First, we review the main features of P2P systems, giving special mention to Kademlia DHT [14], the overlay we use to demonstrate the utility of our solution. In second place, we discuss the main attacks and defense techniques regarding routing in DHTs. Finally, we introduce the concepts of trust and reputation in P2P systems and the relevance of node identities in these settings.

In general terms, Chapter 3 is intended to expose the design of our solution, Sophia. We deeply detail the architectural nuances of our system. In addition, we validate Sophia comparing its performance with redundant routing, in the presence of attackers. In this line, Chapter 4 provides a broader view of the performance of Sophia against several attack models and scenarios. Moreover, this part of the thesis reveals the behavior of Sophia under dynamic node participation and attackers with non-persistent identities.

Finally, we draw some conclusions in Chapter 5.

1.5 Publications

The results of our work are reflected in the following publications:


- **Raúl Gracia Tinedo**, Pedro García López, Marc Sánchez Artigas. “On the Limits of Securing Routing with Local Trust in DHTs: When Churn and Misbehavior Play Together”. (Submitted for publication to Future Generation Computer Systems Journal (1\textsuperscript{st} Q.)).
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Background and Related Work

2.1 Peer-to-Peer Networks

We discern between unstructured and structured P2P systems. First, we will briefly focus on unstructured P2P systems. Subsequently, we introduce structured P2P systems, giving special emphasis to Kademlia DHT [14]; the overlay employed to materialize and validate our approach.

2.1.1 Unstructured Peer-to-Peer Networks

Unstructured P2P Networks were the first type of completely self-organizing and distributed systems to appear for bringing together user resources. In unstructured P2P overlays, such as Gnutella [1], peers use flooding or random walks to resolve queries. This design has been claimed as highly resilient and fault tolerant due to the inherently random network structure and the neighbor set distribution, namely degree distribution, of peers [15]. However, this approach for resolving queries does not scale satisfactorily, since its cost in messages presents a linear growth with the size of the network.

Although unstructured P2P systems present interesting network properties—e.g. small-world phenomenon, scale-free degree—, they have been discarded for building large-scale networks because their costs and search indeterminism. Therefore, we will not further consider unstructured P2P systems in this thesis.

2.1.2 Structured Peer-to-Peer Networks

Structured P2P Networks, commonly referred as Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs), emerged to tackle with the unaffordable shortcomings of their unstructured counterparts.

DHTs offer the same functionality of a traditional hash table but associating key-value mappings with participating nodes instead of hash buckets. Such functionality is basically supported by two fundamental operations: \( \text{value} \leftarrow \text{get}(\text{key}) \) and \( \text{put}(\text{key}, \text{value}) \). These operations are devised to store and retrieve \( < \text{key}, \text{value} > \) pairs from the entire overlay, in an efficient manner. Both data objects and participants are
labeled with a unique identifier, called ID or key, randomly selected from the identifier space. DHTs resort to standard hash functions, such as MD5 [16] or SHA-1 [17] for producing unique identifiers. Hash and cryptographic functions produce m-bit hash values, where normally $m = 128$ or larger. Consequently, the DHT identifier space ranges from $I = [0, 2^m)$.

An important point related with the identifier space is the concept of distance. DHTs define a distance metric which is used to greedily route towards a key. There exist several distance metrics depending on the DHT design: for instance, CAN [18] uses the Euclidean distance to measure closeness among keys. Other systems, such as Pastry [19], Tapestry [20] and Kademlia [14] use common prefix length as distance metric, whereas Chord [21] employs the clockwise distance between identifiers on the circle $[0, 2^m)$ modulo $2^m$.

Usually, the identifier space $I$ is several orders of magnitude larger than the number of participants. For this reason, $I$ is properly partitioned among existing participants and each participant is responsible for a distinct partition. In this regard, a fundamental concept related with DHTs is the consistent hashing [22]:

**Definition 2.1 (Consistent Hashing)** For any set of $N$ nodes and $K$ keys, we have with high probability that:

- Each node is responsible for at most $(1 + \epsilon) \frac{K}{N}$ keys.
- When a new node $(N + 1)$ joins/leaves the network, $O(\frac{K}{N})$ keys need to be reallocated. This reallocation only affects to the joining/leaving node.

As a consequence of Def. 2.1, DHTs provide load-balancing: nodes are responsible for a roughly equally-sized set of keys and, consequently, they will serve a balanced number of requests. In addition, it should be noted that the dynamic node participation has a localized impact on the network. In other words, if a node leaves or joins the network, just a small subset of keys is affected and only closest neighbors should deal with such an event, without the intervention of the rest of participants. These properties are capital for deploying DHTs in real, dynamic and heterogeneous environments.

To properly understand how a message can be efficiently routed from a node to any destination key, we must focus on the links that every node establishes with the rest of participants. An important characteristic of DHTs is that, in general, nodes present logarithmic degree with the total number of existing nodes. In other words, nodes in a DHT construct a routing table with $O(\log N)$ positions, where $N$ is the number of nodes in the network. Clearly, this limited membership is essential for the system’s scalability and, of course, the correct construction of this routing table is not trivial.
Conceptually, each entry of a node’s routing table represents a link to a certain area of the network, which is at a certain distance from that node, depending on the DHT distance metric specified. Typically, these links or entries refer to distance ranges which present an exponential growth. To better understand this, we suggest to carefully analyze Fig. 2.1.

I = 6-bits ID Space

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Neighbor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N8 + 1</td>
<td>N14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N8 + 2</td>
<td>N14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N8 + 4</td>
<td>N14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N8 + 8</td>
<td>N21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N8 + 16</td>
<td>N32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N8 + 32</td>
<td>N42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.1: An example of a Chord overlay.

In Fig. 2.1, we can observe the organization of a Chord overlay. Concretely, the aim of this picture is to illustrate the routing table of a certain node, in this case the table of node N8. As aforementioned, it is appreciable that entries refer to exponentially further regions of the network. This fact yields that nodes maintain, in proportion, more links with closer nodes than with distant nodes. This is critical to make the lookup process converge (Def. 2.2) and, consequently, succeed. The main reason is that, when a lookup request is getting closer to the key, nodes in this final part of the lookup process hold precise routing information about neighbors surrounding the targeted key.

**Definition 2.2 (Lookup Convergence)** Lookup convergence is ensured whenever lookups from two distinct peers in a DHT, heading to a common key k, reach the same responsible node for key k.

As a consequence of such an elegant routing table design, the network diameter of a DHT is remarkably bounded. Furthermore, in the majority of DHTs, the diameter
of the network is limited to \( O(\log N) \) hops. That is, a message exchanged between
the most distant pair of nodes, will visit with high probability at most a logarithmic
number of intermediate forwarders where the population of the network is \( N \).

In this line, it is worth mentioning the efficiency of DHT routing, which is reflected
in the lookup service. Considering only local routing information, a DHT node 
\textit{greedily routes} lookup requests. That is, in each host, lookup requests are forwarded to the
\textit{closest neighbor} available in the routing table, given a target key. Taking into account
the dispersion property of hash functions, we can assume that lookup requests target
uniformly distributed random keys over the identifier space. In this case, it is not hard
to see that the \textit{average path length} of routed messages is \( \frac{1}{2} O(\log N) \), where \( N \) is the
total amount of nodes in the network. As can be appreciated, for large values of \( N \),
the average number of intermediate forwarders in the routing process is quite limited.

The main features of DHTs can be summarized as:

- **Load-Balancing**: As a consequence of adopting consistent hashing, DHTs uniformly partition the overlay, materializing thus a proper distribution of load and responsibility among nodes. Additionally, fixed sizes of routing tables avoid the appearance of highly connected nodes, namely \textit{hubs}, which represent a performance bottleneck.

- **\( O(\log N) \) Degree**: The limited membership of nodes in a DHT is an essential aspect regarding efficiency. Nodes only need to check the state of a handful of other participants in order to be properly connected to the network, whereas the network size might be several orders of magnitude larger.

- **\( O(\log N) \) Network Diameter and \( \frac{1}{2} O(\log N) \) Average Path Length**: By structuring the overlay, DHTs \textit{efficiently and effectively} search objects within the network. The network design allows lookups to rapidly converge towards the desired key, guaranteeing that, given a key \( k \), the responsible node \( n_k \) can be always determined.

- **Fault Tolerance**: Due to the overlay partitioning, if a node fails or leaves the system, only the closest neighbors should handle the failure by accepting the responsibility of the orphan identifier partition. This means that the rest of the network remains unaffected by such a node departure. For this reason DHTs are fault tolerant: First, there is no central point of failure (decentralization). And, second, node failures and dynamic participation have only a localized impact on the overlay.
• **Scalability**: Scalability means that a DHT should work efficiently for overlay networks of arbitrary sizes. As a consequence of previous properties, DHTs have salient scalability guarantees, even in heterogeneous and open environments.

Once reviewed the general features and properties of DHTs, we would like to introduce in more detail a particular one called Kademlia [14]. Due to its popularity in open environments [5], [23], we employed this overlay to test our approach in a wide variety of scenarios. Therefore, a deeper knowledge of Kademlia’s design is strongly recommended.

### 2.1.3 Kademlia

Kademlia [14] is largely the most deployed *Distributed Hash Table* in the Internet today (e.g. Bittorrent, eMule Kad, OverNet). Kademlia is a structured overlay devised by Mazières et. al., which has several specific and desired features as a result of using the XOR metric to express closeness among identifiers. For instance, it should be noted that the XOR metric is a symmetric operation. More formally, let $d(x, y)$ be the XOR distance between identifiers $x$ and $y$, thus it is not hard to see that $\forall x, y : d(x, y) = d(y, x)$. Albeit trivial, this property yields an important consequence: Kademlia nodes receive lookup queries from nodes which are also candidates to be inserted into their own routing tables. Hence, nodes benefit from incoming messages to efficiently build and maintain their routing tables. Another interesting property consists of the unidirectionality of the XOR operation. In other words, for any $x$ there exists exactly one $y$ which is at distance $d(x, y)$. This fact ensures that lookups targeted to the same key converge along the same path, irrespective of the source node. This property can be effectively exploited for caching purposes.

More technically, Kademlia is a prefix-matching DHT characterized by the use of the XOR metric. The XOR metric measures the distance between two nodes as the numeric value of the exclusive OR of their IDs. Each Kademlia node has a random $m$-bit and maintains a routing table of $\Theta(m)$ $k$-buckets. In every $k$-bucket, there are at most $k$ entries, each leading to any node within XOR distance $[2^i, 2^{i+1})$ from itself, where $k$ is a redundancy factor for tolerating $k - 1$ routing failures. Each $k$-bucket entry is formed by a $<IP, UDP\ port, ID>$ triple. Given a key $K$, the original Kademlia routing protocol iteratively queries $\alpha (\alpha \leq k)$ users with a FIND\_NODE RPC for the closest $k$ nodes to key $K$ according to the XOR metric. In each step, the returned candidates from previous RPCs are merged into a sorted list from which the next $\alpha$ nodes are
chosen. The procedure is repeated until the node responsible for key $K$ is found. In this regard, the lookup procedure is deeply detailed later on (see Section 2.2.2).

Figure 2.2: Example of a Kademlia node routing table within a full overlay tree.

Kademia has been designed to be resilient to dynamic scenarios. To this end, the protocol defines two algorithms: First, a maintenance algorithm in order to keep fresh the routing table. This algorithm is composed by a $k$-bucket replacement policy (Least-Recently Used evicted) and a Ping/Pong availability test. Concretely, when a Kademlia node receives any message from another node, it executes this algorithm as follows: If the sending node already exists in the recipient’s $k$-bucket, the recipient moves it to the tail of the list. In case the node is not already in the appropriate $k$-bucket and the $k$-bucket has fewer than $k$ entries, the recipient simply inserts the sender at the tail of the list. However, if the bucket is full and the sender is a new contact, the recipient pings the $k$-bucket’s first element, which is the least recently contacted node. If the least-recently contacted node fails to respond, it is evicted from the $k$-bucket and the new sender is inserted at the tail. On the contrary, if the least-recently contacted node responds, it is moved to the tail of the list and the new contacted node is discarded.

Second, each node refreshes any bucket to which it has not performed a node lookup for a certain period (stabilization). When authors in [14] say “refresh”, they refer to perform a lookup to a randomly chosen ID belonging to the unused $k$-bucket range. For an exhaustive specification of the protocol see [14].
2.2 Routing Attacks and Countermeasures

2.2.1 Overview of Attacks Against DHTs

The objective of this thesis is to design a novel security technique to strengthen routing in DHTs. Nonetheless, in our view, it is capital to understand the wide variety of threats that a DHT is exposed to, specially in open environments. Despite this thesis is focused on routing attacks, we believe that a general background on attacks is recommended.

2.2.1.1 Sybil Attack

Regarding DHTs, the Sybil attack was first studied by Douceur [24] and it aroused a huge interest from researchers. Essentially, the Sybil attack exploits the fact that, in an open environment, there is no central management of system identities. On the contrary, each participant is responsible for creating its own identifier. Normally, open peer-to-peer systems do not guarantee that each identifier represents only one physical entity. Thus, a malicious participant could create a large number of system identities. From the network point of view, these artificial identities are treated as regular nodes. In other words, these identities represent logical nodes, despite there is only one physical node behind them. Thus, these logical nodes will be inserted into other’s routing tables, will receive lookup requests, etc., as any other node. Clearly, the main danger here lies in the fact that a single physical adversary is able to create a large fraction of artificial nodes, increasing the impact of an hypothetical attack. Furthermore, attacks may be much more effective if these logical nodes are orchestrated, or, in other words, if they perpetrate a collusion attack.

Actually, the Sybil attack itself does not disrupt the correct operation of the overlay. However, it is a mean to execute many other types of attacks such as polluting other’s routing tables and censor the access to certain keys.

The main conclusion of Douceur’s work is that, in an open P2P system, a central and trusted identity management is the only practical way of ensuring the one-to-one correspondence between identities and physical entities. Nonetheless, a plethora of research works have been focused to devise effective approaches (also distributed) to alleviate the effects of Sybil attacks [11], [25].

2.2.1.2 Eclipse Attacks

The Eclipse attack, also called routing table poisoning, is a malicious behavior where adversaries attempt to inject bogus nodes into other’s routing tables. Since a node
maintains just a handful of contacts in its routing table, if a significant fraction of these contacts is corrupted, such node becomes isolated from the overlay. Consequently, incoming and/or outgoing requests related with the eclipsed node can be freely manipulated by the fraction of its malicious neighbors.

Sit and Morris [26] were pioneers on the study of this attack. Actually, they discussed about the important hazard that Eclipse attacks represent in DHTs without any kind of neighbor verification.

Eclipse attacks might be executed in several ways, depending on the overlay object of attack. For instance, Chord restricts the routing table construction by fixing in each entry the identifier that a node’s neighbor should hold. Therefore, to successfully eclipse a Chord node would require to create a set of bogus nodes with IDs corresponding to the victim’s routing table entries. In case of prefix matching overlays, such as Pastry [19] or Kademlia [14], the eclipse attack is considerably easier. That is, an attacker could create a set of common prefix nodes of only a few digits. This increases the number of spurious routing table updates that an attacker could supply to eclipse nodes in a region of the network.

There is no standard approach to perform Eclipse attacks. However, the most common attack model assumes a set of coordinated nodes intended to corrupt the routing table of as many honest nodes as possible. Thus, routing updates provided by a malicious participant to honest nodes will refer to other malicious participants. Nevertheless, the interest of adversaries could be, for instance, to eclipse just a small subset of peers to deny the access to a handful of specific keys.

Conceptually, defenses to Eclipse attacks [27], [11] can be considered successful if the fraction of malicious entries in the routing tables of honest nodes is similar to the fraction of malicious nodes in the system. However, normally, these defenses are complemented with routing redundancy. That is, in these settings, routing using a single path is in general not enough to ensure acceptable routing success guarantees.

2.2.1.3 Routing and Storage Attacks

As previously described, the Sybil attack is a way to maximize the influence of a physical attacker in the overlay by creating a set of artificial identities. By launching a Sybil attack, bogus nodes can be deliberately placed into other’s routing tables, isolating the victims from the rest of the network —i.e. Eclipse attack.

However, these attacks by themselves do not disrupt the correct operation of the DHT; they are means to perform actual actions against the DHT service, that is, against
the correct management and location of <key, value> pairs in the overlay. Actions against the DHT service can be classified in two categories:

- **Storage Attacks**: A malicious participant could join and route correctly, but it could deny the existence of data it was responsible for. In a similar fashion, it might claim to actually store data when asked, but then refuse to serve it to clients or serve incorrect data.

- **Routing Attacks**: An individual malicious node could forward lookups to an incorrect or non-existent node. Additionally, it simply may drop any lookup request passing through it. Since the malicious node would be participating in the routing update system in a normal way, it would appear to be alive, and would not ordinarily be removed from the routing tables of other nodes. Thus, retransmissions of failed lookups would also be sent to the malicious node.

There is a vast amount of research works devoted to mitigate the effects of this kind of attacks [26], [11]. The most relevant ones, from our viewpoint, are mentioned in our Related Work (Section 2.5). However, the majority of these works rely on the concept of redundancy as a mean to increase the probability of routing successfully. To better understand the concept of routing redundancy, the following section is aimed at depicting a few of paradigmatic approaches in this regard.

### 2.2.2 Routing Redundancy Security Techniques

In a structured overlay each node is responsible for serving data items and correctly routing messages. Malicious nodes may abuse these responsibilities and act to disrupt the correct operation of the system. Because of the multitude of potentially unforeseen vulnerabilities, it is important to introduce robustness into the system so it has the ability to work properly, even in the presence of unexpected attacks.

Generally, defenses against storage and routing attacks are based on two mechanisms: (1) redundant storage and (2) redundant routing. The first defense mechanism safeguards and makes data objects available by appointing multiple nodes to store object replicas. Therefore, regardless the presence of malicious or disconnected nodes, a proper data replication ensures that with high probability at least one replica is reachable. Consequently, an extra maintenance overhead (e.g., synchronization, additional messages) is introduced to correctly maintain each object replica. The design of efficient replication techniques against storage attacks has been object of intensive research [28], [29].
In a similar fashion, the second defense mechanism consists of strengthening routing by simultaneously sending a lookup message in parallel through several distinct neighbors, namely, lookup paths. Clearly, although a few forwarders fail to serve the lookup request, with high probability at least one lookup path will succeed in finding the responsible node for a certain key. There are several well-known routing redundancy techniques which propose elaborated designs for providing effective routing redundancy. To better understand this, we describe three paradigmatic redundancy approaches (see Fig. 2.3):

**Independent Paths: Cyclone.** Two paths are said to be independent if they share no common node other than the source and the destination. The argument of independent paths technique is that, if lookup paths do not pass through common intermediate forwarders, a single malicious participant cannot disrupt more that one path. This fact increases the probability of routing successfully when faulty nodes are present. Note that independent paths are built to reach a single replica. Therefore, this technique exclusively focuses on routing attacks, although it can be easily combined with some form of object replication to combat storage attacks.

As a practical example, Artigas et al. propose Cyclone, an equivalence-based routing scheme deployed over an existing structured peer-to-peer overlay [30]. This technique enhances the already existing non-independent multiple path approach presented by Castro et al. [13]. Cyclone, based in Chord, partitions the identifier space \( I = 2^m \) into several clusters. A Cyclone node identifier is divided in the cluster identifier, which corresponds to the \( p \) rightmost digits, and the intra-cluster node identifier, that is, which corresponds to the \( m - p \) leftmost bits. Consequently, a single Chord overlay is virtually fragmented into \( c = 2^p \) distinct clusters. Nodes fill up their routing tables with nodes of their own cluster. However, the successor list does not follow this restriction. Such differentiation between routing table and successor list permits inter-cluster lookups. That is, a node may request a key outside its own cluster. Thus, the cluster’s closest node to the key will forward the lookup to an even closer node existing into its successor list, irrespective of whether the node belongs to the same cluster or not. In this technique, independent paths are achieved by routing through the \( c \) distinct clusters.

**Wide Paths: Kademlia Redundant Routing** The concept of wide paths has been proven as a really effective routing redundancy technique [31]. The main strength behind the concept of wide paths is that, in general, appointing \( \alpha \) nodes to forward
the same path is more effective than having each node forwarding a separate path. Intuitively, a wide path resists $\alpha - 1$ failures at each step. In [31], authors argue that this scheme is simple and it gives a much greater fault tolerance than the multiple path technique, which provides asymptotically bounded routing success guarantees as depicted in Section 3.2.2.

Kademlia redundant routing, as an example of the wide paths approach, works as follows: Suppose that a certain node $A$ is interested in contacting the responsible node for key $q$. Thus, $A$ starts a lookup sending $\alpha$ parallel paths to the closest candidates to the key $q$. Note that these candidates belong to the closest $k$-bucket to the destination key or, in other words, to the $k$-bucket which minimizes the XOR distance between $a$ and $q$. In each lookup step, the set of $k$ candidates returned from each previously sent parallel path ($k \cdot \alpha$ candidates in total) are merged into a list, ordered by XOR distance to the destination key. Thus, given this new list of candidates, the originator node sends again $\alpha$ parallel paths using the closest obtained candidates to the destination key $q$. This process is repeated until the key is found or there are no closer forwarders to the requested key.
Disjoint Paths: Equally-Spaced Replicas. The disjoint paths approach seeks to tackle with both routing and storage attacks. That is, disjoint paths only share the source node among them. This means that, once \( d \) parallel paths are sent, they presumably will be forwarded by distinct participants and will reach distinct object replicas. Although the routing costs are similar to previous techniques, this approach yields object replication costs since it provides a defense against storage attacks.

Equally-Spaced Replicas (ESR) technique [28] is a representative example of the disjoint paths approach. They state that this method is more reliable than the standard method of placing replicas at consecutive locations because the replicas are accessed using diverse routes instead of a single route. ESR exploits key replication to produce disjoint routes and, consequently, increase the probability of routing successfully. Concretely, this technique creates \( \omega \) disjoint routes by equi-spacing \( 2^{\omega-1} \) replicas over the overlay identifier space. The main strength of this approach lies in the concept of disjoint paths: lookup paths simultaneously start from different routing table entries targeting different replica destinations. This fact ensures that any pair of lookup paths share no other common node than the originator node, increasing then routing resilience against the appearance of dishonest forwarders.

Definitely, these techniques significantly increase the routing success probabilities of a system. However, they also introduce an important network overhead. We strongly believe that considering the quality of forwarders in routing paths is an approach to reinforce routing avoiding additional network costs. However, for relating a node to its behavior we first need to persistently identify it.

2.3 Identity in Peer-to-Peer Networks

One of the most challenging and important problems for securing DHTs is the robust and secure assignment of node identifiers. This is important to avoid many attacks where nodes can place themselves in strategic positions of the overlay and damage the whole network. In fact, different works in the literature [13], [11], [32], [33] have agreed that the problem of secure assignment of node identifiers is key for achieving security in DHTs.

In [13], authors present a solution called certificate IDs where the assignment of identifiers is delegated to a trusted certification authority (CA). The CA is responsible of assigning IDs to principals and to sign ID certificates using public key cryptography. The CA assures controlled bootstrapping to the overlay and it avoids strategic positioning of malicious nodes and the well-known sybil attack.
This solution is widely used in many works in the literature [34], [35] but it has a main drawback: the dependence on the CA for bootstrapping. Although it is true that the communications between nodes are not mediated by the CA, the bootstrapping is completely dependent on this centralized external entity. Recent approaches tried to decentralize the certificate authority and bootstrapping process [36], but they propose complex solutions that are difficult to adopt in real settings.

The aim of this thesis is to provide simple solutions with minimal overhead that can be adopted by nowadays peer-to-peer overlays. For these reasons, we are mostly interested in solutions that do not require centralized authorities or complex protocols involving considerable overhead. An interesting solution is to enable distributed ID generation using self-certified identifiers. Following the PGP model, each node generates its own key-value pair (public and private keys). The node could use the public key or a hash of the public key as its own ID. Self-certified certificates permit each node to generate its own identifier, so the Sybil attack is still possible. But at least these certificates ensure non-spoofable identities that can be used as persistent identifiers. Furthermore, the generation of the public and private keys also limits the strategic positioning of malicious nodes due to the computation cost.

In [13] they present a distributed ID generation solution based on self-certified IDs and crypto puzzles. The crypto puzzles are used to moderate the rate at which attackers can acquire IDs. They also propose to bind IP addresses with IDs to avoid attacks that exploit network locality. Nevertheless, authors recognize that this solution cannot prevent an attacker from acquiring a large collection of IDs.

In [32], authors present a similar solution to [13] using self-certified IDs and crypto puzzles in the Kademlia overlay [14]. Authors provide solutions to three problems: they use certified IDs and crypto puzzles to avoid collusion of malicious peers, they extend the Kademlia routing table with a sibling list to fortify the protocol against storage attacks, and they propose a lookup algorithm with multiple disjoint paths to defend against routing attacks. This work is close to our proposal because it aims to create a practicable approach to secure routing in a widely used overlay (Kademlia). Nevertheless, although they use self-certified IDs, they do not really benefit from the persistence of the identifier. Instead of that, their extensions to Kademlia like disjoint paths could even work with ephemeral identifiers and avoid the burden of certificates and crypto puzzles. We believe that persistent identifiers can be used to improve the protocol and make the overall network more robust to routing or storage attacks.

Other works that use self-certified identifiers are [37] and [38]. In both cases, the goal is to maintain a persistent identity that can be used to communicate with that
user. In [37] the identity of every user (ID) is the public key, and ID → IP, port mappings are stored in the DHT. The main use of identities is to enable communication between users that have exchanged their keys. Thanks to this system they can detect when other users are on-line. In [38], the goal is also to use the DHT as a directory of identities secured using self-certification. The identity is calculated as a hash function of the concatenated values of IP, date and time and a large random number. They use the DHT to store a tuple containing the ID, the public key, a timestamp, and a signature of this information with the private key. Since the DHT is used to distributed public keys, its security is enforced with a quorum-based query scheme.

Our conclusion from previous works is that they use self-certified identifiers as pseudonyms or user identifiers that are stored in the DHT. They serve as persistent identifiers to communicate with specific users. But we believe that, before storing sensible data in the DHT, the security of the system should be guaranteed. In our case, self-certified IDs will be used as persistent identifiers to secure the DHT against malicious attacks. We want to keep track of historical transactions with persistently identified nodes to reinforce paths and key sets and make the overall network more robust to routing and storage attacks. Inspired by self-organizing evolutionary algorithms like [39], [40] we want to create networks that evolve thanks to their previous interactions, reinforcing connections with well-behaved nodes. We believe that if the network has learned enough from previous interactions, it will be more robust to a broad range of security attacks.

2.3.1 From Redundant Routing to Persistent Identifiers

DHTs has been engineered to operate with only a small number of links per node. While this is positive in terms of scalability, it leaves honest nodes vulnerable to attacks that can exploit such limited view of the system such as routing attacks. This property is what allows attacking peers to drop and misroute messages at will, since the detection of disruptive actions is certainly hard with no historical information available. Formally, we can formulate the problem as follows:

Definition 2.3 Provide a lookup primitive which makes sure that when a peer injects a message into the network for a key k, that message reaches all legitimate replica roots with high probability (w.h.p.).

To provide a secure lookup primitive, one needs to solve two subproblems:

- The censor problem, which refers to the impossibility of accessing each honest replica root independently of the others; and
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The forwarding problem, which refers to the difficulty of reaching the replica roots.

Concerning the censor problem, observe that DHTs such as Chord and Pastry suffer from this problem. As an illustrative example, consider Chord. For a given key \( k \), it can be easily seen that reaching a replica root \( r \neq \text{lookup}(k) \) can only be achieved through the predecessor of \( \text{lookup}(k) \). As a result, the predecessor peer of each key (if compromised) can censor the access to all the other replicas. Formally, the consequence of this is that the probability for a lookup to succeed is upper bounded by \((1 - f)^2\), since both \( \text{lookup}(k) \) and its predecessor must be honest. Note that this bound decreases exponentially when \( f \) increases.

The other challenge is to ensure that each intermediate peer cannot drop and misroute a query message in transit to the set of replica roots. Let \( \xi_{hi} \) denote the event that a \( \text{lookup} \) operation that requires \( h \) hops fails at the \( i \)th step. Then, for conventional DHTs (Chord, Pastry, Tapestry, Kademlia, etc.), it is not hard to see that the probability of failure can be approximated by

\[
\Pr\{\text{Failure}\} = 1 - \Pr\left\{\bigcap_{i=1}^{h} \xi_{hi}\right\} = 1 - (1 - f)^h, \tag{2.1}
\]

which is asymptotically 1 when \( h \to \infty \). The consequence of this result was the birth of a group of techniques that tried to improve this bound through the use of redundancy, in the sense of routing over multiple paths. The logic behind this view was to overcome with redundancy the complexity of identifying reliable forwarders, which in turn was tightly related to the persistence of identifiers.

For instance, works like Cyclone [30] and Equally-Spaced Replication [28] made use of independent paths, i.e., the sending of multiple copies of a message over independent routes, to raise the probability of query success. To give some idea of their performance in the wild, the authors of Cyclone showed that 85\% of the requests were correctly delivered when attackers controlled 30\% of a 1024 node Chord network and peers sent messages using 8 redundant paths. Formally, this can be expressed as follows:

Assume that peer sent messages over exactly \( d \) independent paths. Then, the probability of query failure can be diminished by an exponential decay factor:

\[
\Pr\{\text{Failure}\} \leq \mathcal{B}(0, d, (1 - f)^h) = (1 - (1 - f)^h)^d, \tag{2.2}
\]

where \( \mathcal{B}(0, d, (1 - f)^h) \) denotes the probability of obtaining no successes out of \( d \) Bernoulli trials (there are \( d \) independent routes), where the probability of success is \((1 - f)^h\), i.e., all the intermediate peers on the path are good.
Table 2.1: Optimal $d$ to ensure that $\Pr\{\text{Failure}\} \leq \frac{1}{e}$ when $f = \frac{1}{5}$ and $b = 2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network Size $n$</th>
<th>1,000</th>
<th>2,000</th>
<th>4,000</th>
<th>8,000</th>
<th>16,000</th>
<th>32,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>9.31</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>28.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite their significant improvement over conventional lookup operations, the problem with these techniques is that they are not asymptotically fault-tolerant: they cannot prevent that $\Pr\{\text{Failure}\}$ becomes asymptotically high for a fixed $d$ as $n$ increases.

To better understand this, consider that, in order to reach the farthest peer in the overlay, $\text{lookup()}$ requires $c \log_b n$ hops. Then, it is easy to see that

$$\Pr\{\text{Failure}\} = \left(1 - (1 - f)^{c\log_b n}\right)^d \approx \exp\left(-dn^{c\ln(1-f)/\ln b}\right), \quad (2.3)$$

which implies that to make $\Pr\{\text{Failure}\}$ constant, $d$ must be polynomial in $n$. In particular, if $\exp(-dn^{c\ln(1-f)/\ln b}) \leq \varepsilon^1$, $d$ must be at least $\ln(\frac{1}{\varepsilon})n^{-c\ln(1-f)/\ln b}$. Consequently, the use of independent paths might lead to traffic overload of the peers with low bandwidth in the effort of keeping $\Pr\{\text{Failure}\} \leq \varepsilon$.

As we show in Table 2.1, a relatively small $d$ is sufficient to ensure $\Pr\{\text{Failure}\} \leq \frac{1}{e}$ when $f = \frac{1}{5}$ and $b = 2$ (Chord) for small networks. Unfortunately, for large $n$, the value of $d$ should be greater than 30, thus imposing a high overhead on the network. In practice, this implies that for redundant routing to be effective, one shall dynamically adapt the number of independent paths to achieve the desired performance with the minimum overhead.

To reduce communication overhead, another option might be to improve the quality of delivery paths. In general terms, this idea can be formulated as follows: Either iteratively or recursively, select as next hop the neighbor which presumably provides more chances to reach the destination. Non-surprisingly, at the heart of this approach will lie the uncertainty of how to identify a reliable forwarder with less overhead than redundant routing. In a recent manuscript, it has been shown that this is possible with the aid of a simple trust mechanism [41]. In this paper, the authors propose an innovative routing protocol based on reputation to refine the decision about which neighbor select as next hop. Concretely, the authors use the standard Bayesian model, specifically a beta model, for reputation evolution. The main feature of their protocol is that progression through the identifier space is not completely greedy: At each hop, the protocol might choose a node farther to the destination but a better forwarder. With this loose

\footnote{Note that by setting $\varepsilon = n^{-k}$, this bound is a high probability bound, as $\Pr\{\text{Success}\} = 1 - \Pr\{\text{Failure}\}$.}
requirement, their routing algorithm was able to outperform Equally-Spaced Replication [28] by over 200% with similar communication overhead, showing the promising possibilities of this approach.

We share this vision, and we want to examine what might happen if we apply persistent identifiers to ease the detection of reliable forwarders. However, to identify a reliable forwarder is a concern related to the trust and reputation literature. Therefore, the design of an appropriate rating mechanism to numerically evaluate the behavior of other nodes poses new challenges and requires specific knowledge. This is the reason why the last part of the background chapter is devoted to provide an overview of trust and reputations systems.

2.4 Trust and Reputation Systems

An increasing popularity of applications and services deployed in an open environment such as the Internet, where mutually untrusted parties are expected to cooperate, originated the development of trust and reputation systems. With the help of trust and reputation mechanisms, applications and users try to identify which entities are cooperating with the system and which ones are acting selfishly, or even attacking the system.

There exist abundant research articles and surveys which excellently describe the paradigm of trust and reputation [42], [43], [44]. Thus, our objective is not to extensively survey trust literature, but to provide: (1) An overview of the necessary concepts to properly comprehend the trust mechanism we defined in our solution, (2) a summarized view of the main components of a trust system and (3) a general classification of these mechanisms, depending on their source of information.

Concepts and Definitions

This part of the section aims to ease the proper understanding of the further discussion about trust systems by defining several capital concepts. Therefore, it seems reasonable to start by introducing the concept of trust [44]:

**Definition 2.4 (Trust)** Trust is the subjective probability by which an individual, A, expects that another individual, B, performs a given action on which its welfare depends.

Def. 2.4 does not impose any specific approach to calculate a trust value; in the literature we can find several approaches and calculation methodologies [45], [44]. However, it seems clear that the concept of trust only considers the own opinion of
a certain individual of another one. This yields that the exchange of opinions among participants is not involved at all.

Rather, the exchange of trust values among participants in a system is referred in the literature as reputation [44]:

**Definition 2.5 (Reputation)** Reputation can be considered as a collective measure of trust-worthiness based on the referrals or ratings from members in a community or system.

Again, Def. 2.5 does not mention the way to disseminate and share these trust values among participants. For this reason, a myriad of reputation systems seek to propose efficient and secure ways to distribute trust values within a system [43].
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**Figure 2.4:** The middle column of the figure illustrates the components of trust and reputation systems. The rightmost column classifies trust/reputation systems depending on their source of information.

Trust ratings are built by executing a certain algorithm over a sample of past transactions [42]:

**Definition 2.6 (Transaction)** Peer-to-peer systems are defined by interactions of autonomous agents or peers. These interactions may include swapping files, storing data, answering queries, or remote CPU usage. We refer to all interactions in general as transactions between two parties.

We will mention further in this section the coupled relationship between trust and identity. For instance, when a node or a group of nodes calculate the behavior of a certain participant, such calculation is related with the identity of this participant in the system. Therefore, if identities are not persistent, any node would be able to change its identifier at any time, making trust calculations related with it invalid. This phenomenon is known as whitewashing [42]:
Definition 2.7 (Whitewashing) The action of purposefully leave and rejoin the system with a new identity in an attempt to disassociate any bad reputation accumulated under the previous identity.

It would be unnecessary to define concepts such as cooperate or defect, because they are self-explanatory. However, there is a particular concept related with the classification of a node’s behavior that might unfamiliar to the reader [42]:

Definition 2.8 (Strangers) Peers that appear to be new to the system. They have not transacted with other peers and therefore no trust information on them is available.

Thus, trust and reputation systems should define policies to tackle with new participants. It is up to the designer to assume good or bad behavior of newcomers (optimistic/pessimistic).

Once reviewed the main concepts and definitions regarding trust and reputation systems, we proceed to define the main components which form any trust/reputation scheme. This will give to the reader a better perspective on the design of our trust-based routing security technique.

Architecture of Trust and Reputation Mechanisms

This point of the background introduces the general architecture of any trust or reputation system:

Identities. Regarding trust and reputation systems, identities are assumed to be long lived, that is, persistent [44]. This fact prevents that non-malicious participants change their identities each time they rejoin the system. Hence, whitewashing is a concern strictly related with malicious individuals.

There are other desirable features of identities, in addition to the persistence. For instance, spoof-resistant identities prevent malicious nodes to impersonate other participants within the system. One common solution is the use of a private/public pair of cryptographic keys to verify any communication with another party. In addition, unforgeable identities prevent that a single participant could create a large number of identities and, therefore, perpetrate a Sybil attack (see Section 2.2.1.1). Note that this property cannot be ensured with a public/private key pair, since a node is capable to generate an arbitrary amount of self-certificates. In this respect, a CA or login server could ensure the one-to-one correspondence between entities and identities. Proposed
distributed solutions make identities costly to produce, mitigating then whitewashing or generating multiple identifiers. However, distributed approaches do not completely eliminate this threat.

The latest property we mention is related with user’s privacy. Anonymity in peer-to-peer trust/reputation systems is not ensured if the identifier and the network address of a participant are publicly related. To hide the relationship between a node’s system identity and its network address there exist a plenty of approaches, such as Onion Routing [46].

A detailed discussion about identity in peer-to-peer systems is provided in Section 2.3. Anyway, assuming sufficiently strong identities, participants within a system armed with a trust/reputation scheme can gather information from others in order to consistently evaluate their behavior. The approach employed to gather such information is normally called the source of information of a trust/reputation system.

Source of Information. Normally, quantity and quality of trust information are diametrically opposed aspects. In other words, when a system distributes trust values among participants, as the more information is gathered less credible is each piece of information. The main reason behind this fact is that malicious participants may introduce false feedback in the system. For this reason, there are mainly three approaches we can find in the literature to tackle with this issue: First, Global Reputation systems are intended to merge the opinions of every user about each other. Second, in Transitive Reputation systems a node only considers opinions of its near-by neighbors or acquaintances, to aggregate the opinion of others in a controlled manner. Finally, Local Trust systems only process first-hand information, namely personal experience, to evaluate how others behave. Classifying trust/reputation systems depending on their source of information is treated in more detail in the next section.

However, collecting information about other’s behavior is worthless without translating that information into a quantitative metric. This process is intended to rate neighbors depending on past transactions (scoring) in order to condition server selection future transactions (ranking).

Scoring and Ranking. Creating an appropriate method to calculate a node’s behavior is a complex task. There are several design decisions involved in this component of a trust/reputation system and, some of them, are highly coupled with the nature of the system to be protected. Thus, some simple questions in this regard might be: What
we should take into account to calculate trust values about individuals? Are old transactions as important as recent ones? How we could correctly express the notion of trust?

An important aspect is selecting which kind of transactions to adopt as input of a trust algorithm. In an ideal case, successful and failed transactions should be taken into account for evaluating a participant [42]. However, this fact is not always achievable. For instance, when a node is off-line, it could falsely appear to be dishonest if there is no other mechanism to know the origin of such failure. Normally, detecting the bad behavior of a participant —if possible— gives much more information that tracking the amount of successful transactions exchanged with it.

Clearly, the behavior of an individual can be unstable along the time. Furthermore, if good behavior yields to be probably selected as server of other participants, an attacker could correctly behave for a period of time and then start to defect —i.e. traitor. In this regard, there exist the possibility of giving more importance to recent transactions than to old ones [47]. By doing this, the trust calculation rapidly reflects any sign of recent misbehavior in the trust value of a certain participant, even though it has been transacting properly in the past.

The trust which a node $A$ deposits in another node $B$ needs to be expressed in some form. This value can be expressed in a binary form (trusted/untrusted), in an integer scale (e.g. $[1 − 10]$), or using floating point values (e.g. $[0, 1]$). As other aforementioned features of the calculation, this is up to the designer. However, in open architectures such as Peer-to-peer, systems, a binary representation seems not to be suitable, since all participants are untrusted entities.

Finally, any trust/reputation system should react depending on the behavior of other participants. The way how a system reacts to the behavior of others is known as the system’s response.

Response. Gathering past transactions, sharing reputations values and using them to compute opinions about participants is needed to take a further action. However, which kind of response could be guided by trust information?

Actually, we mainly distinguish three possible responses. First, a node could simply decide the highest trusted neighbor to transact with, that is, neighbor selection. Thus, behavioral information gathered by a node is only used to the benefit of that node. Concretely, to maximize the probabilities of successfully transact. Second, this trust information can be used to promote good behavior among users. In other words, the system can build incentives to encourage cooperation. Incentives can mitigate malicious behavior by rewarding cooperation with an improved service (e.g. bandwidth,
storage capacity, quality), or even money. Finally, other systems propose a diametri-
cally opposite solution: \textit{punishments}. Thus, in case a node is identified as misbehaving
or selfish, it is punished with lower quality services or even disconnected from the
system.

\textbf{Categorizing Trust and Reputation Systems}

One of the main points of the security technique presented in this thesis is the ap-
proach designed to gather behavioral information about other participants. Con-
cretely, the trust system incorporated in our technique takes into account only first-
hand observations, that is, routing operations performed in each node, to reinforce
routing in a local fashion. However, to better understand this design decision, we
illustrate a categorization of trust/reputation systems based on the source of informa-
tion:

\textbf{Global Reputation Systems}. Considering a global reputation system, the reputation
score of a single user is built as a result of gathering the other’s opinion about that
user. This means that in a system of \( n \) participants, the reputation value of node \( n_1 \)
can be built by, at most, the \( n - 1 \) remaining users. It is not hard to see that, in a
distributed infrastructure, sharing in a secure way such amount of information might
be excessive due to the associated network and computational overhead. However,
in other settings this reputation scheme has been successfully applied. As a clarifying
example, here we briefly depict the Ebay’s \cite{48} reputation mechanism.

Ebay is an on-line auction service. Due to the monetary nature of transactions
among users, Housers and Wooders \cite{49} designed a robust reputation mechanism for
Ebay.

In Ebay, users leave ratings about other users after the completion each transac-
tion. A transaction may be selling or buying and article, for instance. The algorithm
intended to calculate the reputation of a certain user expects as input integer values,
where 1 corresponds to a successful transaction, a value of 0 means a neutral transac-
tion and, finally, \(-1\) represents a negative rating.

A problem arises when malicious users try to spread false negative opinions about
other participants —i.e. \textit{slandering}. To tackle with this contingency, Ebay lets users to
defend against negative ratings by leaving comments about ratings. Therefore, other
participants can evaluate if a certain rating about a user is fair or not. Aiming to
precisely evaluate the quality of a transaction, there are other criteria which can be
rated, such as delivery time or article correspondence to the advertisement.
In general terms, the reputation of a user is the difference of positive and negative ratings. Such calculation is public and visible by the rest of users and it is used as a confidence metric (incentives).

**Transitive Reputation Systems.** A Transitive Reputation system is based on aggregating trust information exchanged with close-by nodes to a user’s personal experience. Generally, this approach reduces the time needed to correctly identify the behavior of a certain participant. However, it is also vulnerable to false rumors spread by malicious participants. Additionally, this approach incurs additional network and computational overhead. A really popular transitive reputation is EigenTrust [50], devised by Kamvar et. al. in 2005.

The EigenTrust algorithm was designed to deal with inauthentic content in peer-to-peer file-sharing systems. This algorithm generates reputation values by merging a node’s direct observations of its neighbors with the opinions its neighbors about each other. Direct observations are provided manually by the user, after checking if downloaded content from a peer is authentic or not. A user ranks a file in a binary fashion, that is, 0 → inauthentic and 1 → authentic.

Opinions of nodes are automatically exchanged among themselves and is what gives to the system the reputation transitivity. Broadly speaking, the reputation metric is formulated as follows: first, each node $i$ computes a normalized local trust value $c_{ij}$ for node $j$ based on its direct observations. Then, node $i$ calculates the reputation metric for another participant, $k$, by asking its neighbors, $j$, for their opinions of identity $k$. These third party opinions are weighted depending on the $i$’s trust of $j$: $t_{ik} = \sum_j c_{ij}c_{jk}$. By accepting the opinions of neighbors of neighbors, the system will continue broaden its view of trust across the system.

**Local Trust Systems.** A node armed with a Local Trust system is intended to gather and store behavioral information of its neighbors, using such information in future operations. This approach does not need to exchange any reputation information with other close-by nodes avoiding network overhead, algorithmic complexity and false feedback coming from malicious nodes. However, the time taken by a node to obtain a reliable trust value of a certain neighbor is slower considering only its own transactions than receiving additional feedback from others. To better understand this approach, we shortly describe a popular incentives mechanism for content distribution, called Scrivener [51].
The main objective of Scrivener is to promote cooperation among users in peer-to-peer file sharing applications, assuming that by nature they are selfish. Nodes gather behavioral information about neighbors, but this information is not shared at all. On the contrary, this information concerns only to a node pair maintaining a sharing relationship in the overlay.

The main concept behind Scrivener is clear: each node maintains a persistent history of transactions with its neighbors. For each neighbor, a node keeps a (1) credit/debit account and its (2) trust value or confidence metric. Credits reflect resource provisioning of a neighbor to the user whereas debit means the resource consumption from a user of that neighbor. The trust value reflects how often a request is successfully fulfilled by a given node. Employing this mechanism, nodes are encouraged to cooperate in order to receive resources when needed.

Scrivener also provides a small credit to newcomers, in order to allow them joining the system. However, Scrivener effectively implements mechanisms to avoid selfish nodes—i.e. free-riders—abusing this initial credit by frequently changing their identity. Finally, Scrivener proposes a mechanism to fairly exchange resources with non-neighbors, called transitive trade.

Once reviewed the necessary background involved in this thesis, we overview the literature on routing security in DHTs and emphasize the key differences with our work.

### 2.5 Related Work

In the previous sections, we introduced the main motivation of our research: the existing security vulnerabilities in the DHT lookup service. As a popular security countermeasure, we reviewed the concept of routing redundancy as well as some routing redundancy techniques. However, we mentioned that redundancy itself offers a poor cost/effectiveness trade-off: the larger the network is, the more parallel paths are needed to meet a certain routing reliability threshold. In this line, we argued that taking into account the quality of forwarders in terms of routing reliability could be an attractive approach to reinforce routing without introducing additional costs. To this end, we should undertake two different tasks which have been discussed in this chapter: (1) Persistently identifying nodes within a system. (2) Evaluating the routing reliability of nodes resorting to trust/reputation mechanisms. Therefore, selecting in each node the most reliable neighbors, the whole network will presumably become more resilient against malicious participants.
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This section is intended to survey existing routing security techniques and discuss the major differences between these techniques and our approach intended to reinforce routing.

For secure forwarding in DHTs, there are few works in the literature that present, from the viewpoint of robustness, redundancy as just an alternative with its own advantages and shortcomings; rather, recent results have focused only on its benefits, paying no attention to the role that the quality of the intermediate routers play on delivery paths. For example, [13] proposed first to route normally, and then perform a failure test to decide whether or not routing had gone wrong. If the test failed, routing was retried but this time with a secure routing protocol. A similar idea was adopted in Cyclone [30], but guaranteeing $d$ independent paths between every two nodes in the overlay. Harvesf and Blough [28] tried to create $d$ disjoint paths by equi-spacing $2^{d-1}$ replicas on the Chord ring. Querying the $2^{d-1}$ replicas in parallel, they were able to increase routing robustness. Finally, Hildrum and Kubiatowicz [31] demonstrated that appointing $d$ forwarders for each lookup step in an iterative fashion is a more effective approach to provide routing redundancy. However, the main problem of using pure routing redundancy is the poor asymptotic guarantees it can provide on the success rate without overloading any node (as the value of $d$ increases).

The following works that attempt to improve the quality of delivery paths:

In [12], the authors overview the potential benefits of reputation on routing, hypothesizing an abstract reputation system with both false positives and false negatives. Although the results are promising, this work does not include any algorithm to sustain their arguments.

In [52], the authors propose SPROUT, a DHT routing protocol that increases the odds of message delivery by using social links. SPROUT defines a reputation model based upon social distance to avoid routing messages through dishonest peers. However, it relies on social links that may not be always available.

Another related algorithm is the Feedback Forward Protocol (FFP) [53]. In FFP, each peer captures evidence to predict the routing behavior of its neighbors. Based on this evidence, a node can find out whether a given neighbor did a good routing job, and select it as a next-hop neighbor if it generally forwards messages. The problem with this protocol is that malicious peers can spread false feedback, a vulnerability that can be exploited to carry out denial of service attacks against particular peers.

Trust and reputation mechanisms have been effectively introduced in several distributed systems, specially in P2P settings [47], [54], [40], [50]. Additionally, major advances in this regard are already exceptionally surveyed [44], [42], [43]. In general,
the purpose of trust and reputation mechanisms in P2P settings is to enforce cooperation and fairness in applications such as file-sharing and content distribution [55], [51]. However, this thesis differs from previous works concerning trust/reputation systems in various aspects.

First, the introduction of trusted relationships to reinforce DHT routing is a recent research topic and remains considerably unexplored. Second, the majority of trust/reputation systems designed for P2P applications require the exchange and dissemination of trust values among participants. Clearly, this fact increases the available trust information of each node and accelerates the creation of trusted relationships when transactions are limited. The trouble is that this process of disseminating trust information within the network introduces additional threats and shortcomings (e.g. network overhead, false rumors). However, in routing settings, each node can benefit from a potentially large number of transactions. In other words, unlike transactions in other applications (e.g. file-sharing), routing transactions are numerous and become an abundant source of trust information. We believe that this source of information is enough to create robust trust relationships while avoiding the exchange of trust values among nodes.

The closest related work we are aware of is our own research presented in [41]. In [41] authors propose, as a case of study, a reputation mechanism which considers only a node’s routing operations to select future forwarders. Although this work is in line with the present thesis, there exist several and important differences between both. First, this protocol does not maintain a persistent database of historical transactions to make routing decisions; past transactions with a certain neighbor are kept until it becomes off-line or changes its identity. However, exhaustive research has been focused on providing mechanisms to ensure the persistence of identities in DHTs [44], [36], [56]. Therefore, we can assume the persistence of identities and thus exploit the benefits of keeping a local history of neighbors, specially in terms of trust convergence. Second, they do not consider the advantages of iterative routing to this kind of reputation mechanism. Finally, authors in [41] did not propose any architecture to develop this technique in a real environment.

Compared with prior work, our technique is driven towards improving the quality of routing paths by using only historical-direct feedback, that is, a node’s past transactions with other participants. Consequently, our technique avoids the introduction of additional network overhead due to the exchange of trust values as well as additional routing paths. Besides, taking into account only a node’s local transactions, our approach is immune to false rumors spread by malicious participants.
Sophia: Local Trust for Securing Routing in DHTs

3.1 Introduction

Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) are becoming a key building block for many distributed applications due to their ability to scale in fast-growing environments with massive workloads. Apart from the clear impact of DHTs in Peer-to-Peer computing [57], [58], other paradigms such as Grid and Cloud Computing have adopted DHTs to achieve specific targets. In the case of Grid, a plethora of research projects have benefited from DHTs to decentralize services such as Resource Discovery [59] or Data Management [60], to name a few. In the realm of Cloud Computing, DHTs have not only been employed in trusted environments [7], but also in recently proposed open-cloud architectures such as Cloud Federations [61], [62].

However, security has become a primary concern to protect DHTs from malicious attackers, which can join the network and disrupt all operations by intentionally dis-obeying protocol specifications [11]. One critical aspect is message forwarding [12]. For example, a malicious peer may simply drop all messages passing through it, even though these messages are cryptographically secure.

In this sense, we discern two main approaches to overcome this issue [12]: (1) We can secure message forwarding by introducing redundancy. Thus, redundant paths and replicated data alleviate the impact of misbehaving nodes. (2) We can improve the quality of selected paths in the forwarding process.

Regarding redundancy, there exist well-studied techniques [11] that strengthen DHTs against routing attacks. The trouble is that the introduction of redundancy increases communication costs and might significantly reduce scalability. Therefore, it seems reasonable to focus on improving the quality of routing paths. To achieve this we do two things. First, we identify the honest forwarders within the network. For this purpose, we resort to standard techniques in the reputation and trust literature that aim to distinguish cooperating nodes from misbehaving ones. Second, we implement a neighbor selection policy to choose the routing entries according to the trust scores.
One problem with existing reputation systems is that, in general, they need to disseminate trust values among participants [43], [42]. In the case of improving routing, this dissemination process becomes a hard problem: Firstly, communication costs due to the sharing of reputation scores could be prohibitive compared with the routing cost itself. Secondly, we can find in the literature a myriad of specific attacks related with the dissemination of reputation values such as slandering, self-promoting, etc. [43], which can even make routing more vulnerable than before.

For these reasons, we rather propose to fortify routing in DHTs using only first-hand observations, i.e., direct observations about the success or failure of a node’s own lookups. In this sense, iterative routing fits perfectly in this scheme since a node does not rely in third party message delivery; the requester personally checks every node along a lookup path.

In this thesis, we present Sophia: Securing Overlays with a Personal History Approach. (1) Sophia is a novel and generic security technique which combines iterative routing with local trust to fortify routing in DHTs. Sophia strictly benefits from first-hand observations (e.g. lookup success/failure) to qualitatively improve forwarding paths. (2) Moreover, unlike redundant routing, Sophia dynamically protects routing without introducing additional network overhead. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work which exploits a local trust system to reinforce routing in DHTs.

Finally, we use Kademlia DHT to validate our approach because it is largely the most deployed DHT nowadays. We compare the performance of Sophia with Kademlia redundant routing in various hostile scenarios. Compared with Kademlia redundant routing, Sophia is able to increase successful routing rate up to 35% for the same degree of redundancy. This means that Sophia can tolerate the same fraction of malicious nodes than Kademlia, with less parallel paths, yielding important traffic savings. Moreover, Sophia evolves towards better quality paths as it receives more feedback from transactions. This fact allows Sophia to dynamically recover from unexpected attacks.

3.2 Threat Model and Assumptions

3.2.1 Threat Model and Assumptions

In this chapter, we assume the following threat model. A Kademlia overlay is infiltrated over a certain period of time by malicious users joining the overlay. After some time, the network has \( N(1 - f) \) honest nodes and \( Nf \) malicious nodes, where \( f \) represents the fraction of attackers. Further, we assume that the attackers are uniformly
distributed along the \( m \)-bit identifier space. That is, we adopt the random fault model, where each peer is malicious with some probability \( f \), irrespective of the other nodes. This means that the attackers cannot assign their identifiers, safeguarding the overlay against Sybil Attacks [24].

A wide spectrum of attacks preventing honest nodes from communicating together has been identified in the literature. In addition to Sybil attacks, the attackers can conduct Eclipse attacks [63] to corrupt the routing tables of honest peers, and forwarding attacks to block the resolution of keys. Although Eclipse attacks are not negligible, dealing with such attacks is out of the scope of this thesis.

We focus in this thesis on forwarding attacks, which are not less disruptive than Eclipse attacks, as their objective is to block the resolution of keys. Suppose an honest user \( u \) wants to find a key \( K \). In a standard DHT, \( u \) asks another node \( u \) knows is closer to \( K \), which in turn forwards to another even-closer node, and so on until key \( K \) is found. Attackers can disrupt this process by spreading false information about their closeness to a particular key, by intercepting routing queries or responding with “no such key” messages.

For this chapter, we consider two types of forwarding attacks:

**Uncoordinated Attacks.** Uncoordinated attacks are launched by the individual attackers independently. In this attack, an attacker drops each incoming request in an attempt to censor the access to as many key-value pairs as possible. For the other aspects the attacker acts as a regular Kademlia client. This means that attackers answer to PING RPC messages in order to be part of the network.

**Collusion Attacks.** In this attack, we assume that there is an adversary who coordinates all the malicious clients to punish honest users. In this case, the attackers create a fictitious route for each query that terminates at the closest attacker to the destination key in an attempt to deceive the source into thinking that the key-value pair does not exist. To generate the artificial routes, the adversary bootstraps all the malicious instances into a parallel Kademlia overlay network. In this way, every time a request touches a malicious client it gets trapped into the overlay of malicious instances. Note that when a Kademlia node receives any message, it inserts (or updates) contacted nodes into the appropriate routing table bucket. Exploiting this fact, each time a regular node contacts an attacker it introduces more adversaries into its own routing table. Finally, if the query is from a malicious submitter, the regular routing table is used in order to minimize the routing effort of the malicious coalition.

We conclude this part with the final assumption that users have non-spoofable semi-permanent identifiers to ensure the integrity of the transactions. This is why we
use the hash over a public key to generate identifiers as in S/Kademlia \cite{32}. To prevent users from spoofing the identity of another client, honest users use a challenge-response protocol for validating identifiers similar to that in \cite{64}.

### 3.2.2 Existing Countermeasures: The Sibling Zone

Ensuring that data objects in the DHT have high availability levels when the nodes that are storing them are not themselves 100% available requires some form of data redundancy. Normally, DHTs resort to object replication to provide an acceptable degree of data availability.

Specifically, Kademlia replicates each key-value pair over the $k$ closest nodes. For small values of $k$, this number of replicas might be too small to guarantee that a key-value pair can be found with high probability (w.h.p.) after adversarial deletions. To address this problem, the authors of S/Kademlia \cite{32} added a list of sibling neighbors of length $\eta \cdot s$ per node to ensure that Kademlia routing protocol reaches at least $s$ siblings of the destination key w.h.p. In Kademlia jargon, the siblings of a key are the nodes whose XOR distance to the key is minimal. As shown in \cite{32}, a value of $\eta \geq 5$ is enough to make sure that routing operations converge to at least $s$ siblings w.h.p. and hence, allow Kademlia to store data in a safe way.

In our view, it is interesting to analyze in our simulations how Kademlia and Sophia perform when they are armed with this countermeasure. Hence, we will make use of a sibling list of size $2^{S_z}$, where $S_z = \log_2 \left( \frac{N}{\eta^2} \right)$ denotes the prefix length such that \( \frac{1}{2} \frac{N}{\eta^2} < S_z \leq \frac{N}{\eta^2} \). This way, we ensure that there exists at least $s$ nodes whose identifier shares the first $m - S_z$ bits of any given key.

### 3.3 Sophia: System Design

As argued in Section 3.1, we propose to fortify routing using only first-hand information about the success or failure of a routing operation. This is the main reason why iterative routing fits neatly into our solution. With iterative routing, the requester asks each intermediate node along the routing path about the next hop. Hence, the requester can accrue personal experience about the routing behavior of intermediate forwarders and rate them according to the result of the routing operation.

To mitigate the effect of bogus results in the forwarding process, Sophia uses redundancy without merging forwarding candidates: each parallel path is an isolated lookup to the same key. This design decision makes Sophia more resilient to spurious forwarders retrieved by malicious nodes. Additionally, keeping paths isolated from
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each other is a clearer way of gathering historical information: the success/failure of a certain path affects only actual forwarders of that path (see Section 3.3.3).

In *Sophia*, each node synthesizes direct observations on the routing behavior of its neighbors in form of a trust ratings as a result of its routing operations. These ratings are stored and updated in a data structure called *Personal History* (PH). As more observations are available, the ratings about neighbors become progressively more reliable and eventually converge, enabling nodes to identify which forwarders are more likely to route successfully towards the destination.

### 3.3.1 Architecture

*Sophia* is a generic security technique and it is, therefore, applicable to any DHT. Since the selection of the next hop is individually done by each host, nothing prevents a regular participant from communicating with any computer armed with *Sophia* and *vice versa*. Also, the use of iterative routing gives *Sophia* the skill to improve the quality of routing paths with no extra overhead. It is important to note that iterative routing provides more feedback than recursive routing does; for each lookup, the requester inspects all the intermediate hops along the routing path. Consequently, the time necessary to identify reliable nodes is smaller with iterative routing than with recursive routing.

Fig. 3.1 presents *Sophia’s* architecture, which will be detailed in the following subsections. Moreover, that picture shows how a *Sophia* node performs a lookup. In the forwarding process, a malicious node drops the lookup, making the routing operation fail. Consequently, the requester applies a *trust policy* (Section 3.3.3) —e.g. punishing all intermediate nodes or only the last hop— to evaluate the routing behavior of intermediate hops. After rating each hop, their corresponding trust values are updated into the requester’s *Personal History* (Section 3.3.2) using a *trust calculation algorithm* (Section 3.3.4). As a result, the requester accumulates more knowledge about the behavior of its neighbors and will presumably perform a better *neighbor selection* (Section 3.3.5) for the future lookups.

### 3.3.2 Personal History

The Personal History (PH) is the main data structure of our architecture. In it, a node stores the trust values for their neighbors. The PH presents the same structure of a standard routing table. For each entry of the PH, we have a list of candidate forwarders of size $h$. The value of $h$ must guarantee, with high probability, that there
exists at least one honest candidate for each entry. By a reasoning similar to that developed for the sibling zone (see Section 3.2.2), it can be shown that $h = \Omega(\log N)$ is sufficient to guarantee this property. From now on, we will refer to each entry of the PH by the term $h$-bucket.

### 3.3.3 Local Trust Policies

The provisioning of a criterion about how to evaluate nodes involved in a transaction is given by the trust policy. In our system, a transaction corresponds to the process of constructing a routing path. Therefore, the result of a transaction can be formalized well using a binary value, a value of 1 for a successful transaction and 0 for a failure.

Basically, in Sophia a trust policy is an algorithm which decides the input value given to the trust calculation (see Section 3.3.4). Such decision is based on the result of a transaction and it is independently applied to all forwarder nodes responsible for that transaction.

In case of sending a lookup using $\alpha$ parallel paths, we consider $\alpha$ isolated transactions—as mentioned in Section 3.3. Consequently, the trust policy is applied in each of these $\alpha$ paths. Thus, irrespective of whether a lookup succeeds or not, the trust policy evaluates forwarder nodes depending upon whether their respective paths were successful or not.

For evaluating our system we developed two policies:

**Pessimistic Policy.** Pessimistic Policy gives a positive trust score of 1 to all nodes along the path if a transaction has been successful. On the contrary, Pessimistic Policy punishes all nodes along the path giving a trust score of 0 when a transaction fails. Note that this policy could erroneously punish cooperating nodes (false positives).

---

**Figure 3.1: Architecture of Sophia.**
However, since a node evaluates its neighbors only with its own transactions, without any other external information, this policy is more conservative in misclassifying malicious nodes as good ones.

**Oracle Trust.** To compare the performance of local trust policies we implemented an Oracle. The Oracle is, theoretically, the best trust policy possible since it evaluates nodes depending on whether they are malicious or not (independently of the transaction result). Clearly, this kind of policy cannot be materialized in the real world. Nonetheless, from our point of view, it is an accurate way to compare any local trust policy with the theoretically best one.

### 3.3.4 Trust Calculation

A trust calculation algorithm computes trust values which represent the routing behavior (RB) of a node’s neighborhood. In this section, we adopted some approaches from the literature to design a trust algorithm that properly deals with routing particularities.

For the sake of clarity, we will describe our algorithm following the decomposition and analysis framework proposed in [43]:

**Source of Information.** We defined as input for the trust system first-hand observations on the success or failure of lookups, a vision aligned with representative trust systems such as [51]. Based on this input, the information that the calculation algorithm finally receives are the binary values given by the trust policy after processing a transaction.

**Information Type.** We decided to take into account a node’s good and bad behavior. This twofold consideration of a node’s activity will provide a broader notion of its behavior and will be useful in order to response to network or behavioral changes (e.g. _traitors_) [43].

**Temporal Aspects.** It is important to weight the importance of recent and historical transactions [43]. In this respect, we propose to compute the _routing behavior_ value in an aggressive short-term history fashion, in order to rapidly tackle with unexpected defectors [43], [47].
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Trust Metric. To represent the degree of trust a node deposits in a neighbor, we use a real value \([0, 1]\) similar to other reputation systems such as [55].

Calculation. Trust calculation is performed locally in every node in the network to obtain its own view of trust. Finally, the routing behavior value (RB) of a node \(n_i\) is calculated as follows:

\[
RB(n_i) = \lambda \cdot \frac{\sum_{j=t-d}^{t} RB(n_{i,j})}{d} + (1-\lambda) \cdot \frac{\sum_{j=0}^{t-d-1} RB(n_{i,j})}{t-d},
\]

where \(\lambda \in [0, 1]\) determines the weights given to the most recent \(d\) transactions from the total \(t\).

3.3.5 Select-Best as a Neighbor Selection Policy

At this point, we have developed means to calculate and store the trust values of neighbors. However, we also need a criteria to update a node’s routing table depending on its neighbors’ trust scores, a role adopted by the neighbor selection policy. To measure the potential of our solution, we implemented the policy that maximizes the routing improvement. This policy updates a bucket \(b_i\) with the \(k\) highest trust-valued neighbors in the \(i\)th \(h\)-bucket of PH. From now on, we will refer to this policy as Select-Best.

3.4 Validation

3.4.1 System Model

Our simulation scenario consists of a fully populated Kademlia tree (i.e. \(2^m\) nodes). Such scenario forces lookups to perform the maximum number of possible hops since every requested key has an owner. Additionally, a lookup will successfully terminate if any lookup path reaches the requested key sibling zone \((S_z)\) (see Section 3.2.2).

In order to test routing, every node in the network injects periodically (each \(\delta\) seconds) lookups to uniformly distributed random keys. Moreover, the amount of lookups sent by a node is divided in transitory lookups \((T_l)\) and stationary lookups \((S_l)\). We will store statistical data only for stationary lookups \(S_l\); transitory lookups are intended to bootstrap the network and they are not considered in the evaluation at all.
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Table 3.1: General simulation settings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Nodes (N)</td>
<td>8,192 nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID Length (m)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundant Paths (α)</td>
<td>[1 → 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-bucket size (k)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibling Zone (SZ)</td>
<td>0 bits, 4 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitory Lookups (Tt)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stationary Lookups (Sf)</td>
<td>[100 → 1000]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lookup Period (δ)</td>
<td>36 sec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of Malicious Nodes (f)</td>
<td>[0.0 → 0.6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Type</td>
<td>Individual, Collusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History Bucket Size (h)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Term History Transactions (d)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Term History Weight (λ)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.2 Experimental Results

In this section, we address the results obtained after implementing and evaluating our prototype. Concretely, we implemented Sophia, over the Kademlia protocol [14], in Erlang\(^1\). In this sense, Erlang provides a high degree of scalability and concurrency for developing large-scale distributed systems. Additionally, our simulator has been carefully designed and developed to ensure the correctness of the experimentation. Furthermore, the simulations shown in this article are the result of several months of work and exhaustive testing; this fact make us feel confident about the validity of our results and final conclusions. For each configuration (Table 4.1), each simulation was run 20 times and the results were averaged to obtain the plotted values.

We are mainly interested in assessing 4 aspects of our system, and comparing them with redundant routing in Kademlia:

- We evaluate how many lookups Sophia needs to provide a greater routing robustness compared with Kademlia redundant routing, that is, convergence.

- We analyze how the lookup path management of Sophia affects the average path length.

- We assess the self-adjustment of both approaches when a fraction of nodes unexpectedly start to misbehave.

- We detail how transactions are distributed between cooperating and adversarial nodes (load balancing).

\(^1\)http://www.erlang.org/
The main metric used in the evaluation is the Lookup Success Ratio (LSR). We define this metric as follows:

\[
LSR = \frac{S_{\text{lookups}}}{T_{\text{lookups}}}
\]

where \( S_{\text{lookups}} \) is the amount of successful lookups achieved by nodes from the total number of lookups sent \( T_{\text{lookups}} \).

**Trust Convergence.** The performance of Sophia is related with the amount of transactions exchanged with neighbors. Figures 3.2 and 3.4 show the degree of routing robustness under attack (measured as LSR) provided by Sophia and Kademlia and how it evolves along the time. LSR is measured by intervals of 100 stationary lookups. The measurement starts from scratch in each interval. During the transitory period of a simulation, each node injects 50 queries \((T_i)\) into the network. As can be observed in graphics 3.2 and 3.4, this reduced number of transitory lookups is enough for Sophia to obtain a greater LSR in the first interval of measurement compared with Kademlia, for the same degree of redundancy \(\alpha\).

![Graph](image)

(a) \( S_z = 0, 20\% \) Collusion Attack

![Graph](image)

(b) \( S_z = 4, 20\% \) Collusion Attack

**Figure 3.2:** Lookup Success Ratio evolution of Kademlia and Sophia when 20% of nodes perform a Collusion Attack for different values of \( S_z \) and \( \alpha \).

Results in Fig. 3.2 belong to a hostile scenario where 20% of nodes collude to harm cooperating nodes. The difference between both graphics lies in the Sibling Zone \( (S_z) \) configuration; in the first graphic \( S_z = 0 \) whereas in the second one \( S_z = 4 \). The evolution of Sophia is significant in both cases; in the first interval of measurement, Sophia for \( \alpha = 2 \) provides the same or greater routing robustness than Kademlia for
α = 3. The main cause is that transitory lookups are enough for Sophia to identify and evict a fraction of adversarial nodes from routing tables. Non-surprisingly, as more observations are available, the ratings about neighbors become progressively more reliable. This fact is clear in Fig. 3.2; for instance, when Sz = 0, Sophia outperforms Kademlia in approximately 30% for the same α.

Despite Kademlia slightly enhances the LSR when increasing α, it does not learn from neighbors, so the LSR remains lower than Sophia. Note that, to provide a certain threshold of routing robustness, Sophia needs less parallel paths than Kademlia. Thus, reducing α from 3 to 2 represents a network traffic saving of 33%.

![Figure 3.3: Sophia’s malicious nodes avg. in routing table buckets, depending on the amount of lookups sent per node (30% Individual Attackers, α = 2).](image)

It is worth mentioning existing differences in LSR depending on Sz configurations (Fig. 3.2). Kademlia improves noticeably when introducing a larger Sz. The reason is that a larger Sz implies a shorter Average Path Length, and this fact increases lookup success probability. However, Sophia takes a greater advantage than Kademlia of a larger Sz. The main reason is that, in the forwarding process, nodes avoid using the lowest k-buckets of the closest nodes to the requested key. Since a node rarely uses its own lowest k-buckets to perform lookups, it cannot discern between cooperating and adversarial nodes in these k-buckets. Consequently, if an incoming lookup request asks for nodes placed in these lowest k-buckets (especially when Sz = 0), these nodes will be retrieved without being properly identified as good/bad forwarders. This thesis is corroborated by Fig. 3.3, where we can observe the evolution of a Sophia node routing table, measured as the average fraction of malicious nodes per k-bucket.

Fig. 3.4 corresponds to a hostile scenario where 30% of nodes perform an Individual Attack.

Results depicted in Fig. 3.4 follow a similar fashion than the previous experiment. However, results for this threat model are better for both systems since an Individual Attack is less aggressive than a collusion. Again, Kademlia obtains a constant and lower LSR along the experiment, compared with Sophia.
Therefore, *Sophia* is able to significantly improve routing resilience under moderate traffic conditions.

Lastly, we want to compare the convergence speed and routing resilience of *Sophia* using Pessimistic Trust policy versus Oracle Trust (Fig. 3.5). As expected, the Oracle discerns better and faster between cooperating and adversarial nodes. The main difference between both policies resides in the number of lookups needed to converge: in the first interval (after $T_i$ and the first 100 stationary lookups) the Oracle outperforms Pessimistic Policy in 13% for $\alpha = 2$ and 12% for $\alpha = 3$. The reason is that the Oracle incurs no false positives, being faster to identify misbehaving nodes. However, Pessimistic Policy evolves reducing the LSR disadvantage compared with Oracle considerably at the end of the experiment. As a conclusion, although the convergence of the Oracle is clearly faster, the performance of both policies is limited by the amount of lookups performed, especially to identify nodes placed in the lowest $k$-buckets of the routing table.

**Average Path Length (APL).** Table 3.2 compares APL obtained by *Sophia* and Kademlia with different values of $S_z$ and redundancy configurations in the absence of adversarial nodes. When $S_z = 0$, lookups must strictly find the key owner. This fact increases APL in $\approx 1.2$ hops compared with $S_z = 4$ and the same $\alpha$. Such reduction of the APL, due to a larger $S_z$, improves significantly routing resilience in both systems as depicted in figures 3.4 and 3.2.
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Figure 3.5: Lookup Success Ratio comparison of Sophia using Pessimistic Trust policy versus Oracle Trust, when 20% of nodes perform a Collusion Attack and $S_z = 4$.

Table 3.2: APL in absence of adversarial nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$S_z$</th>
<th>Sophia</th>
<th>Kademlia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\alpha = 1$</td>
<td>$\approx 4.4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\alpha = 2$</td>
<td>$\approx 4.4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\alpha = 3$</td>
<td>$\approx 4.4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$\alpha = 1$</td>
<td>$\approx 3.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\alpha = 2$</td>
<td>$\approx 3.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\alpha = 3$</td>
<td>$\approx 3.1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we can observe in Table 3.2, Kademlia reduces its APL depending on $\alpha$. This fact is caused by the Kademlia lookup algorithm: in Kademlia a lookup is sent in parallel to $\alpha$ nodes. Then, contacted nodes in each path are merged and the $\alpha$ closest nodes to the key are selected to continue forwarding the lookup. In case of reaching the desired sibling zone or detecting that there is not any closer node to the key, all parallel paths simultaneously terminate, decreasing the APL —see Section 2.2.2. However, this approach is significantly vulnerable to bogus nodes retrieved by attackers [32]. On the contrary, Sophia uses redundancy without merging forwarding candidates: each parallel path is an isolated lookup to the requested key. This fact makes the APL insensitive to changes in $\alpha$, because parallel paths terminate independently of each other.

Figure 3.6: Sophia and Kademlia self-adjustment comparison activating 30% of individual attackers at lookup 150.
Self-Adjustment. In this part of the experimentation, we address how Kademlia and Sophia tackle with unexpected behavioral changes of nodes. Fig. 3.6 corresponds to an individual attack where suddenly (at lookup 150) 30% of nodes start dropping lookup requests. Additionally, both systems are configured with $S_2 = 0$ and different degrees of redundancy.

As we can observe in Fig. 3.6, the attack starts at the second interval of measurement. At this point, we can see how both systems present a similar LSR downtrend. Nonetheless, whereas at the third interval Kademlia maintains the same degree of reliability loss, Sophia starts to slow down the impact of attackers in the network. From the third interval onwards, Kademlia maintains a static LSR of 55% for $\alpha = 2$ and 78% for $\alpha = 3$ because attackers coexist with cooperating nodes inside routing tables. However, Sophia initiates a notably improvement as it identifies malicious nodes, evicting them from routing tables. In conclusion, Sophia is capable to dynamically recover from unexpected attacks, restoring the lost routing reliability during the attack.

![Figure 3.7: Lookup Success Ratio for different fractions of adversarial nodes performing a Collusion Attack.](image)

![Figure 3.8: Lookup Success Ratio for different fractions of adversarial nodes performing an Individual Attack.](image)

Success Rate. In the following subset of experiments, we analyze routing resilience obtained by Sophia and Kademlia in terms of LSR for different fractions of malicious nodes. Moreover, we simulated both individual (Fig. 3.8) and collusion (Fig. 4.4) attacks. LSR in both systems is measured for different degrees of redundancy ($\alpha$) and different amounts of lookups sent per node —concretely 100, 500 and 1000 lookups. Finally, we configured $S_2 = 0$ for all simulations in this subset of experiments.
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In Fig. 3.7a, we can see how after 100 lookups per node *Sophia* provides a higher but moderated LSR improvement compared with Kademlia. Such improvement is more notorious when the fraction of adversarial nodes ($f$) is small. For instance, when $f = 5\%$ *Sophia* advantages Kademlia in 14\% for $\alpha = 1$ and over 23\% when $\alpha = 2, 3$. However, when $f$ exceeds 30\%, the performance of both systems decreases dramatically. We should notice that, in line with previous experiments, the performance of Kademlia is static along the time. In contrast, *Sophia* evolves providing a better degree of robustness. This fact is especially clear in graphics 3.7b and 3.7c. We want to highlight results obtained after 1000 lookups sent per node: *Sophia* obtains an average LSR enhancement of approximately 30\% for $\alpha = 2$ and 35\% for $\alpha = 3$ when $5\% \leq f \leq 20\%$, compared with Kademlia.

In Fig. 3.8 we present results of introducing several fractions of individual attackers. *Sophia* clearly outperforms Kademlia for $\alpha = 1, 2$ in 3.8a —100 lookups sent per node. However, differences for $\alpha = 3$ are less significant, especially when $f$ attains at its highest values. Thus, false positives introduced by *Sophia’s* Pessimistic Trust Policy delay to correctly discern between cooperating and adversarial nodes, when $f$ attains extreme values. Nevertheless, in Figures 3.8b and 3.8c we can see how *Sophia* evolves, increasing significantly LSR.

In conclusion, *Sophia* demonstrates that the utilization of first-hand observations to reinforce routing is beneficial in a wide spectrum of hostile scenarios.

**Load Balancing.** In the last part of the evaluation, we want to analyze how Kademlia and *Sophia* distribute transactions between malicious and cooperating nodes.

Fig. 3.9 presents the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the number of received transactions per node after the first 100 stationary lookups (first interval). Moreover, simulation in Fig. 3.9 was executed with 30\% of nodes performing an Individual Attack and $\alpha = 2$ for both systems. We can notice that the distribution of received transactions for Kademlia nodes is roughly equal, irrespective of whether nodes are malicious or not. This fact was expected since Kademlia does not evict malicious nodes from routing tables, unlike *Sophia*. In the case of *Sophia*, the fraction of cooperating nodes receives the majority of lookups, providing then a higher degree of routing robustness.

Fig. 3.10 depicts how *Sophia* distribution of received transactions evolves over time. In line with the previous experiment, Fig. 3.10 demonstrates how nodes increasingly avoid using attackers, as more lookups are performed.
In this chapter, we described Sophia, a novel and generic security technique which combines iterative routing with local trust to fortify routing in DHTs. We obtained significant improvements comparing the performance of Sophia with Kademlia redundant routing in the presence of attackers. Compared with Kademlia redundant routing, Sophia is able to increase successful routing rate from 10% to 35% for the same degree of redundancy. This means that Sophia can tolerate the same fraction of malicious nodes than Kademlia with less parallel paths, yielding important traffic savings. For instance, Sophia with 2 parallel paths provides a greater routing resilience than Kademlia with 3 parallel paths under moderate traffic conditions. This fact implies a network traffic reduction of 33%. Moreover, Sophia continuously evolves towards better quality paths as it receives more feedback from transactions. Hence, Sophia is capable to dynamically recover from unexpected attacks, restoring the lost routing reliability during the attack.

Therefore, Sophia is the first representative example which strictly uses first-hand observations to reinforce routing.
Sophia under Dynamic Scenarios

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3, we presented Sophia: a system intended to reinforce routing using a local trust system over an iterative routing scheme. However, there exist several factors, commonly found in largely deployed DHTs, which may compromise the feasibility of Sophia and have not been studied yet:

- **Joint Effects of Dynamic Participation and Misbehavior**: There is no exhaustive study on the performance of Sophia under dynamic participation of nodes (i.e. churn), an inherent property of large distributed systems. Furthermore, the effects on our security technique when churn and malicious nodes are simultaneously present have not been properly analyzed.

- **Non-Persistent Identities**: The lack of persistence of node identities (i.e. white-washing) is an important factor which may hinder the applicability of Sophia and it remains unexplored.

By exploring these questions, we assess whether Sophia is feasible to be deployed in the wild or not. In the affirmative case, largely deployed DHTs will be able to benefit from Sophia for providing more reliable lookup services. In our view, this research work represents a step closer to the realization of open and real-world distributed infrastructures requiring the lookup service as a primary element. Examples of these infrastructures include (but are not limited to) distributed wikis [65], distributed resource discovery schemes [59] and data management in grids [60], and even open cloud infrastructures [61], to name a few.

The present chapter covers the following issues: (1) A better understanding of the effects of hostile and dynamic scenarios on a DHT armed with Sophia. (2) An exhaustive performance evaluation of our system against routing redundancy techniques. (3) The design of novel policies devised to improve the performance of Sophia to reinforce routing under dynamism.
Our simulations show that Sophia is feasible under dynamic scenarios after implementing the corresponding adaptation proposed in this chapter. Furthermore, we assess that Sophia outperforms the routing reliability provided by pure redundant routing strategies (disjoint paths, wide paths) up to 5 times in hostile and dynamic scenarios. Finally, even when attackers carry out whitewashing, Sophia is still performing satisfactorily since it directs its efforts towards identifying the honest participants, which are persistently identified.

4.2 Preliminaries

4.2.1 Threat Model

In this Chapter, we follow the threat model proposed in Section 3.2.1, adding a couple of novelties. First, in addition to individual and collusion attacks, we introduce two new attacks related with dynamic scenarios:

**Highly Available Attackers.** We can find in the literature DHTs which assume that the longer a node has been on-line, the more likely it is to remain on-line in the near future [14]. This assumption serves as an argument to keep old nodes as entries in the routing table. Although this assumption has been proven to be accurate for identifying stable peers in dynamic networks, it carries out an associated vulnerability: if attackers are significantly more available than regular nodes, they will be in more routing entries as well, inflicting more damage into the network. In other words, taking into account only availabilities, attackers will be preferred as forwarders rather than other nodes just for their high availability. In order to confirm this hypothesis, we will configure scenarios where attackers are highly available while regular nodes follow a specific churn pattern.

**Whitewashing** Our threat model considers the known problem of cheap pseudonyms [66]. The whitewashing attack is made feasible by the availability of cheap pseudonyms, where an attacker repeatedly re-joins the network under new identities to avoid the bad reputation associated with its previous behavior. Regarding this attack, we define that an attacker carrying out whitewashing automatically renews its identity after performing a lookups. Thus, a whitewasher might be susceptible of repeatedly being selected as a forwarder, since it periodically escapes from its bad reputation by an identity renewal. In addition, we assume that an identity renewal entails a change in
the physical connection data —i.e. IP address. This prevents the possibility of tracking an attacker by its network address.

In line with Section 3.2.1, users have non-spoofable semi-permanent identifiers to ensure the integrity of the transactions. However, *whitewashers* can switch their identities at any time instant. Assuming this behavior, we will assess the effects of whitewashing on *Sophia’s* performance.

### 4.2.2 Churn Models and Datasets

To reproduce a dynamic network, we first need data which represents the behavior of nodes leaving and joining the network, that is, an *availability trace*. Clearly, the availability pattern followed by nodes will considerably differ depending on the type of the availability trace adopted. We discern two possible sources of availability traces: (1) Real availability traces, which represent exhaustive measurements of real world systems and, (2) Synthetic availability traces, which are artificially created depending on parameters such as node *lifetime distribution* or node *mean on-line session length*.

Both types of availability traces are valuable: On the one hand, simulations configured with empirical measurements are a better approximation to the real performance that a system may reflect in the real world. On the other hand, the use of synthetic traces let researchers evaluate systems in specific, controlled and even worse situations than existing measurements.

**Real Availability Traces.** In order to test our system with real world data, we used measurements provided by various research works. Specifically, we considered the following datasets from the literature:

- *Skype Trace:* This trace was obtained by Guha et al. [67] as a result of monitoring 4000 randomly chosen Skype super-peers for one month, beginning at Sep. 12, 2005. The availability test was automatically performed every 30 minutes, providing a reasonably good lifetime resolution.

- *Kad Trace:* The second trace is from eMule’s KAD overlay, obtained by Steiner et al. in [5], and describes the behavior of 400,000 KAD peers, monitored during 6 months. Since our simulator cannot process such amount of concurrent nodes, we used a filtered dataset from this trace containing the 10,000 peers with longer membership [68].
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Synthetic Availability Traces. For synthetically generated traces, we adopted the Heterogeneous Yao Model [69]. The mean node on-line session was set to $E[On] = 1$ hour and the disconnection period was also configured to $E[Off] = 1$ hour. Besides, it has been observed that the distribution of user lifetimes in real P2P systems is often heavy-tailed (i.e., Pareto), where most users spend minutes per day browsing the network while a handful of other peers exhibit server-like behavior and keep their computers logged in for weeks at a time [70]. For this reason, this trace was produced as a very heavy-tailed lifetime distribution. Finally, synthetic traces were obtained using a novel churn generator presented in [71].

Figure 4.1: Node population and node arrivals of the considered traces during the periods defined for the experiments in the validation section.

4.3 Large-Scale Deployment Considerations

A particularly delicate matter of largely deployed distributed systems is the dynamic node participation, namely, churn, [72]. That is, nodes may ungracefully leave and join the system to participate an unpredictable amount of time. In our view, it is crucial to make Sophia churn-tolerant for achieving a satisfactory performance in dynamic scenarios. The current section illustrates the necessary changes in Sophia’s design to make it churn-tolerant.

4.3.1 Tracking Availability

In order to tolerate churn, we need to keep track of node availabilities in some way. For the sake of simplicity, we incorporated the availability of a neighbor into the Personal History (PH). That is, in addition to the trust information, now we store whether a node is on-line or not.

Another important issue is the procedure to update the availability state of a given node. Our objective is to achieve a clean and simple way to update such information without being intrusive to the DHT, keeping unaltered the pluggable architecture of
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Sophia. To do so, we benefit from two existing elements in any DHT: (1) The availability test (Ping/Pong) and, (2) the information about the success or failure of a routing transaction. We implemented the availability tracking for Sophia in the Kademlia DHT as case study.

Availability Updated via Ping/Pong test. When a Kademlia node receives any message, it applies a simple maintenance algorithm to the corresponding $k$-bucket for the sender’s ID (see Section 2.1.3 for a detailed description of the algorithm). Basically, this maintenance algorithm decides whether to replace or not the least-recently used node, depending on the result of the Ping/Pong test. In this line, we capture the result of that Ping/Pong test to update the availability state of the least-recently node into the Personal History (PH).

Availability Updated via Lookup Path Success/Failure. Another source of information about node availabilities is the result of a routing transaction. In this case, we expect two possible results from a routing transaction: First, if the construction of a lookup path has been successful, we assume that all nodes involved in such path are on-line. Second, if the path has failed, we analyze the entire path assuming that the last hop is either malicious or off-line. From a local point of view, we cannot differentiate between misbehavior or unavailability. Therefore, we update to false the availability state of the last hop and apply the appropriate trust policy to the entire path (see Fig. 4.2).

Figure 4.2: Algorithm for updating node availabilities into the PH, using as a source of information the result of a routing transaction.

4.3.2 Churn-Aware Neighbor Selection and Local Trust Policies

To explore the performance of Sophia under churn, we need new neighbor selection policies that take as input both trust information and node availabilities. Thus, we designed the following neighbor selection policies:

- Churn-Aware Select-Best: In this selection policy, we choose the $k$ available nodes with highest trust scores from the $h$-bucket.
• **Churn-Aware Probabilistic Selection:** Cooperating and highly available nodes might be overloaded just because they successfully resolve request during long periods of time. To avoid such effect, we propose a neighbor selection policy which probabilistically selects the best on-line forwarders. Each $h$-bucket contains nodes sorted in decreasing order of their trust values. This policy considers candidates as they are ordered in the $h$-bucket. Thus, a node $n$ from a certain $h$-bucket ($h_i$), with a trust value of $t(n)$, will be selected as a forwarder if $\{t(n) > x\}$ where $x$ is a random variable $\in [0, 1]$. This test will be performed in $h_i$ until collecting the necessary $k$ elements to update the appropriate routing table $k$-bucket. Note that this policy is prone to select best forwarders, while giving a chance to other candidates.

Regarding the evaluation of nodes, there are not many chances to adapt a local trust policy (see Section 3.3.3) to evaluate nodes depending if they are on-line or not. The main reason is that malicious and off-line nodes are virtually the same from a local point of view. Additionally, there is no point on aggregating the amount of time a node has been on-line because it does not provide reliable information about its immediate future participation. For this reason, we advocate to simplify evaluation by making use of the local trust policies (Pessimistic and Oracle Policies) and the trust calculation algorithm presented in Chapter 3.

### 4.4 Simulation Framework

Our simulation scenario consists of a Kademlia tree formed by $N$ nodes, identified by $m$-bit keys, whose lifetimes are described by the input traces. The format of input traces is the .avt (availability trace) file format which has been extensively adopted in the literature [5], [67]. Our simulator has been developed in Erlang\(^1\), a programming language conceived for building large scale distributed systems. Besides, the simulator has been carefully implemented and intensively tested during the progress of this research. For each configuration in table 4.1, each simulation was run 10 times and the results were averaged to obtain the plotted values.

In our simulations, every on-line node in the network injects periodically (each $\delta$ seconds) lookups to keys chosen uniformly at random. With the exception of the whitewashing scenario, nodes form a fully populated Kademlia tree. In other words, the identifier space is completely covered by nodes even though a fraction of them might be disconnected due to dynamism.

\(^1\)http://www.erlang.com
## 4.5 Validation

To shed some light on the feasibility of Sophia in dynamic and hostile scenarios, we perform a vast set of simulations. In this context, we evaluate three main properties:

### Table 4.1: General simulation settings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Nodes (N)</td>
<td>8,192 nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID Length (m)</td>
<td>13 bits, 20 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-bucket size (k)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundant Paths (α)</td>
<td>[1 → 3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibling Zone (S_z)</td>
<td>0 bits, 11 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
<td>30,000 sec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitory Lookups (T_t)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lookup Period (δ)</td>
<td>30 sec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stabilization Execution Period (S_t)</td>
<td>5 min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ping/Pong Timeout (P_t)</td>
<td>3 sec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of Malicious Nodes (f)</td>
<td>[0.0 → 0.6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transactions Until Whitewash (θ)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h-Bucket Size (h)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Term History Transactions (d)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Term History Weight (λ)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, a lookup will successfully terminate if any lookup path reaches the requested key sibling zone (S_z) (see Section 3.2.2). That is, we consider a lookup as successful if any lookup path reaches a node whose ID shares \( m - S_z \) bits in common with the requested key. This consideration is valid even if the ultimate responsible node for a certain key is either malicious or off-line. From our viewpoint, this is a correct criterion of lookup success since we consider that the routing process itself has been successful; although the responsible node does not serve the associated data object, which is a storage issue.

In case a node becomes unavailable for a certain period, it completely interrupts its activity until it returns to be available again. To prevent the network size from depleting to zero, when a node exhausts its lifetime, it immediately picks another lifetime randomly selected from the configured availability trace. In addition, the amount of lookups sent by a node is divided in transitory (\( T_t \)) and stationary (\( S_t \)) lookups. The graphics shown in this section represent the statistical data gathered for stationary lookups; transitory lookups are used to bootstrap the network and are not considered in the evaluation at all. Apart from periodic lookup messages, nodes send messages due to availability tests (Ping/Pong) and stabilization algorithms (see Section 2.1.3). These algorithms, designed to combat the effects of churn, are configured with their specific timeouts (\( P_t \) and \( S_t \), respectively).
First, we assess the Lookup Success Ratio (LSR) which measures the routing reliability provided by each routing technique. Second, we measure the average path length (APL) exhibited by the employed systems. Finally, we analyze how transactions are distributed among nodes, namely, load balancing.

Actually, evaluating the routing reliability provided by a system is, so far, the most relevant point in this section. For the sake of clarity, we decided to measure such property in two ways:

• Lookup Success Ratio (LSR): This metric measures the routing reliability exhibited by a system. This metric is calculated as follows:

\[
LSR = \frac{S_{\text{lookups}}}{T_{\text{lookups}}}
\]  

(4.1)

where \( S_{\text{lookups}} \) is the amount of successful lookups achieved by nodes from the total number of lookups sent \( T_{\text{lookups}} \).

• LSR Gain Ratio: This metric represents the relative LSR performance achieved by a system \( S_1 \) compared with another system \( S_2 \). Thus, it is calculated as follows:

\[
LSR \text{ Gain Ratio} = \frac{LSR_{S_1}}{LSR_{S_2}}
\]  

(4.2)

Finally, the proposed simulation framework and metrics have been designed to answer the following questions:

• ¿Does Sophia provide a greater routing reliability than redundancy techniques in dynamic and hostile scenarios? (Section 4.5.1)

• Regarding the adaptation of Sophia to dynamism: ¿Does it perform as expected in the presence/absence of attackers? (Section 4.5.1)

• ¿How do highly available attackers affect the routing performance? (Section 4.5.2)

• ¿What is the trade-off that Sophia poses between reliability and load-balancing? (Section 4.5.3)

• Finally, ¿What happens to Sophia’s performance if attackers are not persistently identified by the system? (Section 4.5.4)
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Figure 4.3: Routing performance for several fractions of individual attackers and churn scenarios.

4.5.1 Handling Churn and Adversarial Nodes

The battery of simulations presented in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 depicts the routing reliability provided by the evaluated systems under individual and collusion attacks. These attacks are performed in all the proposed churn scenarios in Section 4.2.2. As can be observed, all the systems sufficiently tolerate churn in most cases due to the availability tests and the stabilization algorithm provided by the DHT. However, in cases of high churn rates, results obtained suggest that one path ($\alpha = 1$) is not enough for providing an acceptable routing reliability. Therefore, a certain degree of routing redundancy is needed for any system to tackle with the effects of high churn rates. Besides, irrespective of whether the churn rate is moderated (Skype Trace), high (H. Yao Trace), or even with a large fraction of permanent churn (Kad Trace), all the systems tested exhibit similar reliability numbers when attackers are not present.

However, when misbehaving nodes are infiltrated in the network, the behavior of systems changes dramatically. This fact is clear observing LSR values depicted in Fig. 4.3. For instance, regarding the Skype Trace, Kademlia for $\alpha = 2$ reduces its reliability approximately in 35% when $f = 0.3$. In this line, Equally-Spaced Replication (ESR) reports even worse performance values, losing over 50% of its routing reliability, compared with a scenario without attackers. The main reason why ESR provides lower LSR numbers compared with Kademlia is argued in [31]: although ESR paths do not share common nodes aiming to avoid faulty nodes as much as possible, paths are forwarded by one node at each step. This means that a single malicious node is able to
Figure 4.4: Routing performance under collusion attack and churn.

destroy an entire path. In [31], this approach of redundant routing is declared less resilient against malicious nodes than the wide paths technique, adopted by Kademlia (see Section 2.3). Our experiments clearly support this argument.

On the other hand, we can see how Sophia provides a higher level of routing reliability in the presence of adversarial nodes compared with Kademlia and ESR techniques. Furthermore, Sophia’s LSR numbers are several times higher than its counterparts in some cases, when the fraction of faulty nodes is pronounced. This fact yields an important remark: routing redundancy is much more effective if we take into account the quality of selected forwarders. This remark is illustrated in the LSR Gain Ratio graphics where, in general, the LSR Gain Ratio (Fig. 4.3) of Sophia versus ESR increases as $f$ attains larger values.

In Fig. 4.4 we present the results obtained after introducing in the network several fractions of collusive nodes. It is clear that this threat model is significantly more aggressive than an individual attack, as we can infer from the LSR numbers provided by evaluated systems. In such scenario, maintaining an historical tracking of nodes is considerably beneficial: for example, in case of $f = 0.2$ and $a = 2$, Sophia obtains LSR gains ranging from 2 to 5 times the performance of its counterparts, irrespective of the availability trace configured. Nevertheless, when $f$ reaches its highest values the effects of the malicious coalition are dramatic in all cases. This is specially evident in the Kad Trace scenario, where in addition to the malicious coalition, routing failures are increased by a low average node availability (approximately 30%).

Fig. 4.5 provides a wide vision about the impact of malicious nodes on the successful lookup Average Path Length (APL). As can be appreciated in the graphic matrix,
4.5 Validation

adversarial nodes produce a lower impact to Sophia’s lookup APL than to the studied redundancy techniques. The explanation for this effect is clear: while tested redundancy techniques suffer the consequences of an important fraction of attackers, Sophia avoids selecting attackers as forwarders after exchanging several routing operations. Thus, the fraction of attackers which affects Sophia’s lookup APL becomes smaller as their trust values reflect their behavior. These graphics are coherent with results obtained in figures 4.3 and 4.4.

We summarize this set of simulations with the following conclusions: (i) In the absence of attackers, the underlying redundancy scheme is not as important as the mechanisms intended to keep fresh neighbors into the routing table. Therefore, if a DHT keeps updated routing tables and employs a certain degree of routing redundancy, the lookup success can be guaranteed even in highly dynamic scenarios. (ii) Sophia has been successfully adapted to tolerate churn since, in the absence of attackers, it shows virtually the same LSR numbers than Kademlia and ESR. (iii) In the presence of attackers, routing redundancy itself has poor routing success guarantees in comparison with its cost. In other words, Sophia demonstrates that routing redundancy can be much more effective taking into account the quality of nodes involved in routing paths.

4.5.2 Highly Available Attackers

In this part of the validation we present the effects of varying the fraction of individual attackers that deliberately remains on-line along the whole simulation process. As can be inferred from Fig. 4.6, this threat model is remarkably aggressive, specially in scenarios with high churn rates. The main reason behind this phenomenon is that, once a regular node incorporates an attacker into its routing table, it is kept always there, because it satisfactorily replies to availability tests at any moment. This fact is clear in the Heterogeneous Yao Trace, where the high churn rates suffered by regular nodes give more opportunities to attackers of being incorporated into other’s routing

Figure 4.5: Impact on the Average Path Length of varying the fraction of individual and collusive nodes ($\alpha = 2$).
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tables. Consequently, these experiments confirm our thesis that availability should not be the only property to take into account in order to keep neighbors into the routing table.

In Fig. 4.6 it is appreciable the significant routing reliability gain that Sophia obtains, compared with the other techniques. That is, in the case of the Heterogeneous Yao Trace for \( f = 0.3 \) and \( \alpha = 3 \), LSR values provided by ESR and Kademlia are over 15% and 20%, respectively. However, Sophia is delivering messages with a LSR of 65%, under the same conditions. It should be noted that one important factor related with the performance of Sophia is the network traffic conditions. In other words, the more transactions a node performs, the more accurate trust ratings it is able to obtain. We simulated traces of 8 hours where nodes inject lookups each 30 seconds while on-line. This amount of traffic is much more than sufficient for enabling Sophia to distinguish between cooperating and adversarial nodes.

\[ \text{Figure 4.6: Simulations concerning to varying the fraction of highly available attackers under churn.} \]

An important aspect which is specially noticeable in this experiment (also appreciable in 4.5.1) is the network traffic savings that Sophia can potentially provide. In the context of routing redundancy, communication costs are mainly determined by the number of parallel paths needed to meet a specific routing reliability threshold. However, Sophia dynamically reinforces routing irrespective of the number of parallel paths employed. In this regard, in Fig. 4.6 we can see how Sophia configured with \( \alpha = 2 \) has
a much greater LSR than Kademlia and ESR configured with $\alpha = 3$, in both scenarios. Considering this simple comparison, it is not hard to see that our system clearly outperforms the tested redundancy techniques while reducing the redundancy overhead in 1 path. Intuitively, this means over a 33% of network traffic reduction. Therefore, taking into account the quality of paths is an efficient manner of reducing the necessity of redundancy for providing secure routing. Consequently, the underlying DHT will be considerably more scalable.

Let us draw a couple of remarks from this set of experiments: (i) First, although availability is an important information about nodes, it should not be the only criterion used to build the routing table. In our view, this has been confirmed analyzing the damage caused by several fractions of highly available attackers. (ii) As an important insight, in addition to fortify routing, Sophia is also capable of significantly reducing routing redundancy to reach a specific LSR threshold. This fact yields considerable network traffic savings.

4.5.3 Neighbor Selection and Trust Policies

The main reason for the success of Sophia is to persistently rate the quality of a node’s neighbors and use this information to increase the probability of routing successfully through a neighbor selection policy. However, a strictly greedy neighbor selection policy may overload stable and cooperating nodes. This fact can eventually saturate these nodes, affecting thus the overall network performance. We want to explore how does affect the Sophia’s routing reliability do not greedily select best forwarders. For this reason, we executed simulations configuring Sophia with a non-greedy neighbor selection policy (see Section 4.3.2): Select Probabilistic (SP). Additionally, we analyze the performance of the Pessimistic Trust Policy against the theoretically best local trust policy, the Oracle.

Fig. 4.7 shows the LSR and Load Balancing obtained by Sophia configured with several policies, adopting the Kad Trace as availability pattern. Let us discuss about the behavior of Sophia when it is configured with the Pessimistic Trust Policy. In this case, the SP neighbor selection obtains modest LSR gains compared with Kademlia, for the same number of parallel paths. However, its performance is significantly worse than the Select Best neighbor selection (SB). In our opinion, there are two main reasons for such a difference in LSR numbers when Sophia is configured with SB and SP policies. First, the effect of churn makes trust values of nodes to be, in general, lower compared with a non-dynamic scenario. In other words, trust values of cooperating nodes are lower under dynamism since they also are responsible for failed paths when they
become off-line and the Pessimistic Trust Policy rates them negatively. Hence, when
the SP policy tries to pick \( k \) nodes to fill up the appropriate \( k \)-bucket, the random tri-
als for the first \( k \) candidates in the \( h \)-bucket tend to fail more often than desired. This
means that adversarial nodes, placed at the back of the \( h \)-bucket, are sometimes se-
lected to fill the routing table. Second, the \( h \)-bucket size plays an important role here.
Configuring SB neighbor selection, a value of \( h = 15 \) historical candidates for routing
bucket size of \( k = 3 \) suffices to find a on-line and cooperating nodes, in most cases.
However, the value of \( h \) seems not to be large enough for the SP policy to share the
load among cooperating nodes and maintain LSR values close to SB policy. Therefore,
in case of deploying Sophia using a non-greedy neighbor selection, the \( h \)-bucket size
must be larger than it would be in case of a greedy neighbor selection policy.

On the other hand, it is important to note that the distribution of transactions re-
ceived by nodes is more fair in the case of SP than SB neighbor selection (Fig. 4.7). That is, the load assigned to cooperating and stable nodes is less abusive configur-
ing Sophia with SP, avoiding these nodes to be eventually flooded by routing requests.
As depicted in Fig. 4.7, the received transactions CDF corresponding to Kademlia
presents the same shape, irrespective of whether nodes are malicious or not. Such
result was expected since only Sophia is capable of discerning between both types of
nodes.

As we expected, the Oracle shows the best LSR values and, consequently, the least
fair load balancing in Fig. 4.7. However, performance differences between the Pes-
simistic policy and the Oracle are not really important. This means that the Pessimistic
policy is an accurate approach to rate forwards, even in dynamic scenarios.

The objective of this experiment is not to propose the optimal non-greedy neighbor
selection policy, but rather to provide an insight about the relationship that Sophia
poses between routing reliability and load-balancing. In conclusion, as expected we are witnessing a trade-off between routing reliability and proper load balancing. This should be sorted out depending on the specific requirements of the system where *Sophia* would be deployed.

### 4.5.4 Whitewashing

In the final part of the experimentation, we want to address the impact of whitewashing on *Sophia*’s performance. Thus, this threat model assumes that attackers change their identities in the system after performing $\vartheta$ lookups. However, since *Sophia* assumes that nodes incorporate a mechanism to persist their identities, honest nodes will keep their identifiers along the simulation.

![Figure 4.8: Performance of *Sophia* under individual attacks of whitewashing/no whitewashing nodes.](image)

This experiment has a slightly different parametrization than previous ones. First, since the main objective of this test is to analyze the impact of whitewashers, we need to construct a non-complete overlay for leaving a large fraction of identifiers unused. Thus, attackers can choose several identities along the simulation.

Second, in this experiment we make use of a sibling zone of $S_z = 11$. This is needed for avoiding that stale identities produced by the whitewashing activity falsely increase lookup success. That is, in the particular case of Kademlia overlay, when nodes are spread over the identifier space, their lowest $k$-buckets tend to be empty. Thus, if attackers periodically change their identities they will slowly filling up a fraction of these lowest of other’s routing tables. The collateral effect of this fact is that, virtually, routing tables of nodes will be more complete than in the absence of whitewashers, making a lookup reach a certain key with a higher probability. Introducing an appropriate sibling zone, lookups do not need to pass trough routing tables lowest $k$-buckets, providing then a truthful notion of routing success.
As we can see in Fig. 4.8, for small fractions of whitewashing attackers, the routing reliability provided by Sophia is just slightly affected. The main reason for such a difference in LSR numbers is that an identity renewal is, in the end, a kind of churn. This produces the existence of more stale elements into the PH compared with the scenario without whitewashing. This yields an additional source of lookup failures. However, if we observe the attackers’ received transactions CDF we realize that they do not take advantage of whitewashing to disrupt more routing operations. Conversely, they receive fewer transactions. The main reason behind this phenomenon is that, when a whitewasher leaves and rejoins the system, other nodes are already identified as cooperating forwarders. Additionally, $h$-buckets of nodes are often full when attackers enter as new nodes and this fact prevents further forwarding attacks.

As a final conclusion, Sophia can successfully tolerate a small or moderate fraction of whitewashers, whenever the majority of participants are persistently identified.

4.6 Final Remarks

In this chapter, we explored the feasibility of Sophia under dynamic and hostile conditions. To this end, we designed mechanisms to make Sophia tolerant to churn. In our simulations, we compared Sophia with well-known routing redundancy techniques. The validation framework included several types of threat models and churn characterized by real and synthetic traces. Additionally, we introduced attackers with non-persistent identities (whitewashing), a critical aspect of trust systems in P2P settings.

Our simulations evince that Sophia clearly outperforms pure routing redundancy techniques in hostile and dynamic scenarios. For instance, in general, Sophia provides a routing reliability ranging from 1.5 up to 5 times larger than the considered redundancy techniques for the same number of parallel paths. In other words, Sophia requires fewer parallel paths to tolerate malicious nodes with the same reliability than pure routing redundancy techniques. This fact yields important network traffic savings, increasing the scalability of the underlying DHT substrate.

Finally, we verified that Sophia is capable to correctly deal with the effects of whitewashers. As expected, Sophia nodes spend their efforts on identifying cooperating forwarders. Consequently, attackers cannot benefit from whitewashing to disrupt more routing operations, since other nodes are already identified as cooperating forwarders. This means that Sophia can successfully tolerate a small or moderate fraction of whitewashers, whenever the majority of participants are persistently identified.
Conclusions and Future Work

Summary of this Thesis

This thesis has been devoted to mitigate the effects of malicious participation on the reliability of routing in DHTs.

In a spirit of contextualizing our work, we provided a solid background covering several topics. We thoroughly described the functioning and main properties of DHTs. We motivated our research by introducing the wide spectrum of attacks a DHT is exposed to. We depicted some redundancy-based countermeasures, pointing out their associated network costs. Then, we discussed the relevance of persistently identifying nodes within a system. In the last part of the background, we described the architecture of trust and reputation systems, complemented with a general taxonomy of them depending on their source of information.

The main contribution of this thesis is Sophia: a system aimed at reinforcing routing using a local trust system. In Sophia, each node synthesizes direct observations on the routing behavior of its neighbors in form of trust ratings as a result of its routing operations. These ratings are persistently stored and updated in a data structure called Personal History. As more observations are available, the ratings about neighbors become progressively more reliable and eventually converge, enabling nodes to identify which forwarders are more likely to route successfully towards the destination. Moreover, Sophia is a generic security technique and therefore it is applicable to any DHT. Since the selection of the next hop is individually done by each host, nothing prevents a regular participant from communicating with any computer armed with Sophia and vice versa. Additionally, the use of iterative routing gives to Sophia the property of improving the quality of routing paths with no extra overhead.

We compared our solution with other well-known redundancy techniques in both stable and dynamic scenarios, and under different attack models:

- **Stable Networks**: First, Sophia provides a greater routing reliability that redundancy techniques in the presence of attackers. For instance, compared with
Kademlia redundant routing, Sophia is able to increase the probability of routing successfully from 10% to 35% for the same degree of redundancy. Moreover, Sophia continuously evolves towards better quality paths as it receives more feedback from transactions. Also, Sophia is capable to dynamically recover from unexpected attacks, restoring the routing reliability lost during the attack.

• Dynamic Networks: Regarding routing reliability, Sophia clearly outperforms pure routing redundancy techniques against adversarial participants in dynamic scenarios. In most cases, given the same number of parallel paths, Sophia provides a routing reliability ranging from 1.5 - 5 times larger than the considered redundancy techniques. In addition, we verified that Sophia is capable to correctly mitigate the effects of whitewashers.

In both scenarios, Sophia requires fewer parallel paths to tolerate malicious nodes than pure routing redundancy techniques. This fact yields important network traffic savings, increasing the scalability of DHTs intended to provide a reliable lookup service.

Conclusions

Firstly, we argued the importance of persistently identifying nodes within a DHT. From our perspective, future DHT implementations, either totally or partially deployed in an open environment, should benefit from research efforts to produce long-lived and secure identities. With this substrate, new horizons arise to devise novel security techniques intended to mitigate attacks against DHTs.

In this line, we presented Sophia. Sophia is the first representative example of a local trust system devised to secure routing in DHTs. By identifying nodes within the system, Sophia is able to provide a notion of routing quality in terms of forwarder reliability.

After a thorough research and exhaustive simulations, we state that considering the quality of intermediate forwarders in lookup paths significantly increases lookup success probabilities. In other words, routing redundancy can be much more effective taking into account the quality of nodes involved in the forwarding process. Consequently, the routing redundancy required to offer reliable routing can be remarkably reduced. This fact significantly diminishes the network overhead introduced by using parallel routing paths.

In our opinion, this thesis represents a step further towards the achievement of reliable lookup services in open DHTs.
Future Research Lines

The present thesis covers several topics of the proposed research line. However, there are still further issues to investigate:

- **Incentives**: By the moment, *Sophia* does not define any reward/punishment response directed to cooperating/malicious participants. A natural extension of *Sophia* involves the introduction of routing incentives.

- **Characterization of routing attacks in real DHTs**: Exploring existing and real world routing vulnerabilities is mandatory for implementing effective countermeasures. For this reason, we are currently working on a crawler intended to analyze routing vulnerabilities of Bittorrent MainLine DHT. The objective of this crawler is to inspect the routing attacks we can find in real systems and gather relevant statistical data: lookup success ratios, mean latencies or fraction of malicious participants.

- **Sophia implementation for open DHTs**: The final stage of any thesis should be transferring gained research insights into a real implementation. To this end, we are considering to implement *Sophia* as a standalone library. Thus, real DHT implementations could able to benefit from our system and provide a more reliable lookup service.
Implementation Notes of this Thesis

In this thesis, we implemented a simulator to demonstrate the validity of our approach. We developed our simulator in Erlang\textsuperscript{1}, a programming language devised to develop large scale distributed systems.

**Erlang**

Erlang is a programming language used to build massively scalable soft real-time systems with requirements on high availability. Some of its uses can be found in telecommunications, banking, e-commerce, computer telephony and instant messaging. Erlang’s runtime system has built-in support for concurrency, distribution and fault tolerance.

Erlang is, in essence, a functional programming language, but there is also a large emphasis on concurrency and reliability. To be able to support hundreds of tasks running at the same time, Erlang uses the actor model, where each actor is a separate process in the virtual machine. Additionally, inter-process communication is provided in an asynchronous message passing fashion. That is, individual processes send messages among them to coordinate their execution, avoiding traditional synchronization mechanisms.

*Figure 1:* Kademlia overlay formed by 512 nodes, where a 10\% of nodes are attackers (red ones). This network screen-shot has been exported from our simulator using the .net format (Pajek).

\textsuperscript{1}www.erlang.org
Simulator Design

In our simulator, there is an initial process responsible for instantiating and bootstrapping all the network processes (i.e. nodes). Subsequently, node processes start to serve and request lookups. In addition, the way a node serves lookup requests is conditioned by its role within the network (attacker/cooperating). Every node process gathers useful data of its execution (e.g. number of lookups served/requested). After a defined period of time, node processes interrupt their execution for collecting statistics from the simulation. Note that node processes serve and request lookups in a concurrent manner. More technically, the simulator’s parallelism is given by the Erlang platform (virtual machine and processors), instead of implementing an event-based approach (e.g. priority queue) to digest events from several processes.

In Erlang, processes are cheap to create. For this reason, is a good practice encapsulating specific tasks into processes. Our simulator employs processes for several tasks: identity service, statistical data gathering or lifetime service, to name a few.

Over 5,000 lines of code are devoted to implement the Kademlia protocol, routing attacks, redundancy techniques, Sophia, statistical data management, availability traces parsing and processing, etc. It is worth mentioning that starting a simulator from scratch was considered after experiencing problems with our initial simulator Omnet++ [73]. To analyze the correct construction of the network and its properties, our simulator is capable to export a screen-shot of the network in a .net format (Fig. 1), employed by the Pajek tool [74].

Our simulator has been tested with more than 16,000 concurrent nodes in a single computer, obtaining satisfactory performance results. Moreover, thanks to the Erlang name-space middleware, our simulator could be easily extended for working in a distributed manner. Thus, the scale of our simulations in a controlled environment, such a university laboratory with high-speed dedicated network, could reach thousands of concurrent nodes.

The code of our simulator can be accessed at http://ast-deim.urv.cat/svn/olsr/trunk/kademlia/.
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